











This is the Haverhill-Bath covered bridge arching the Ammonoosuc River. This historic
structure was built in 1827 and is the oldest authenticated covered bridge in
New Hampshire.
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TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE :
HELEN M. SMITH-TOWN CLERK
TELEPHONE 747-2808
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:00 - 12:00 S. 1:00 - 4:30
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE :
NORMA E. LAVOIE-TAX COLLECTOR
TELEPHONE 747-2441
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY





8:30 - 12:00 S 1:00 - 5:00
SELECTMEN MEET MONDAY EVENINGS AT 7:00 P.M.
HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT :
ROBERT J. MILLER, CHIEF
TELEPHONE 747-3322 OR 747-2811
HAVERHILL DISTRICT COURT :
PATRICIA M. WOLFE, CLERK
TELEPHONE 747-3063
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8:30 - 12:00 S 1:00 - 4:30
ALL OFFICES ARE LOCATED IN THE HAVERHILL
MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 35 COURT STREET,





















OFFICERS OF THE TOWN OF HAVERHILL
SELECTMEN: ROBERT J. RUTHERFORD TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS: ROGER WELLS
JOHN FARNHAM JOHN COBB
ERNEST A. TOWNE JAMES GRAHAM
MODERATOR: ARCHIE H. STEENBURGH PLANNING BOARD: JOHN C. ALDRICH, CHAIRMAN
ROBERT A. MACCINI, SECRETARY
TOWN CLERK: HELEN M. SMITH HEIDI I. LYMAN, CLERK
HOMER MAY
TAX COLLECTOR: NORMA E. LAVOIE MARTHA STEENBURGH
GREG SORG
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: PATRICIA G. KLARK JOHN FARNHAM
TOWN TREASURER: ROBERT F. MILLER FIRE CHIEFS: BRUCE A. ROBBINS, WOODSVILLE
A. FRANK STIEGLER, III, N. HAVERHILL
DEPUTY TREASURER: A. FRANK STIEGLER, III MICHAEL LAVOIE, HAVERHILL CORNER
HEALTH OFFICER: GEORGE J. BARTZIS BUDGET COMMITTEE: LARRY COREY, CHAIRMAN
ROBERT F. MILLER
DEPUTY HEALTH OFFICER: ALFRED S. EVANS, M.D. HOWARD HATCH, JR.
JOSEPH C. MACCINI
CHIEF OF POLICE: ROBERT J. MILLER STEPHEN CAMPBELL
PETER C. KIMBALL
POLICE OFFICERS: SGT. WALTER R. GEORGE WALTER YOUNG
JOHN H. MACDONALD EILEEN HO I TT -CROW LEY
GREGORY M. BARTHOL DAVID MOORE
BERNARD MARVIN
ROAD AGENT: A. JAMES BOUCHER KAREN W. WHALEN
A. FRANK STIEGLER, III
LIBRARY TRUSTEES: MARILYN SPOONER
TIMOTHY J. MCKENNA
ROGER WELLS
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST: OLAND V. BYLOW
LOUIS T . PIKE
ALTON CLEVELAND
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR: BRUCE A. ROBBINS






Here it is again, the end of another year,
that time when we briefly look back at the year
gone by, and then ahead to the next. Our new
board member,' Ernie Towne, a long time budget
committee member, didn't have any honeymoon period.
We put him right into full harness. Welcome
aboard Ernie.
This past year also saw Brenda Smith join our
office in the once again funded clerical position.
We wish to formally welcome Brenda to the staff.
The housing rehabilitation grant applied for
was received. This is for portions of the Woods-
ville area, with a particular focus on moderate
and low income housing, and rental properties for
same.
A cost share agreement was made with the
Soil Conservation Service for doing identified
drainage projects along town roads that have an
additional benefit to agricultural properties.
This type of project helps both the town and the
landowners.
The reconstruction of Brushwood Road was
started this past year and we anticipate
continuing the project this year. A lot of
work was done for the money spent. However,
there is a lot yet to be done. We would like to
thank everyone for putting up with the incon-
viences caused by this project.
The State Department of Labor conducted
inspections of town facilities and their reports
were forwarded to the Building Committee. Also,
certain measures were taken to begin required
compliance with the safety measures outlined
therein. The Building Committee, whose report
will appear as a separate item, has gone about
as far as they can until a professional report
and cost analysis is obtained.
The Road Committee has also submitted their
report, and several recommendations pertaining to
road problems and maintenance are contained in
that report.
There is an ever increasing work load in
the office, and many upcoming projects to be
handled. Everybody will have plenty to do in the
coming year.
The last item to mention is a sincerely
extended thank you to all who have given freely of
your time and efforts on behalf of the town this
past year.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT J. RUTHERFORD, CHAIRMAN
HAVERHILL BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Newman Lumber stands on Route 302, just east of Woodsville village. It is a major
employer in the area and continues to add new technology.
19S8 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Haverhill,
in the County of Grafton, State of New Hamp-
shire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James
R. Morrill School in North Haverhill on
Tuesday March 8th, 1988 at eight o'clock in
the forenoon to act on the following matters.
Articles One and Two will be decided by
written ballot. The polling booths will be
open from 8:00 AM to B : 00 PM for voting on
Articles One and Two. At B : 00 PM the
meeting will adjourn to reconvene at 8:00
PM at the James R. Morrill School in North
Haverhill, in said Town of Haverhill for
consideration of the remaining articles on
this WARRANT:
ARTICLE 1 : To choose by a non-partisan
ballot one Selectman for a term of three
[3] years; a Town Clerk for a term of one
[1] year; a Tax Collector for a term of one
year; a Treasurer for a term of one [1]
year; a Trustee of Trust Funds for a term
of three [3] years; a Supervisor of Check-
lists for a term of six [6] years; and a
Moderator for a term of two [2] years.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the voters are in
favor of the adoption of the Town Manager
Plan as provided in Chapter 37 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated. [By Petition]
ARTICLE 3: To announce the results of the
balloting on Articles One and Two.
ARTICLE 4: To choose a Cemetery Commissioner
for a term of five [5] years; to choose a
Library Trustee for a term of three [3]
years; and to choose any other necessary
Town official
.
ARTICLE 5: To hear the reports of the
Selectmen, Treasurer, Cemetery Commissioners,
and other Town Officers and Committees here-
tofore chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto .
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to issue interest
bearing notes in anticipation of taxes and
to provide for the expenses of the current
year .
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive
and expend Federal and State grants, which
may become available during the year, in
accordance with RSA 31:95-b and also to
accept and expend money from any other
governmental unit or private source to be
used for purposes for which the town may
legally appropriate money.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to sell real estate
acquired by the Town through Tax Collector's
Deeds, by public auction sale or by adver-
tising for sealed bids, except that the
Selectmen would be empowered, but not
required, to make one last offer to the
person who was divested of his property and
a late redemption would be allowed upon
payment of all taxes, costs and interest.
ARTICLE S: To see if the Town will vote to
appoint or elect a Budget Committee to
recommend to the next Annual Town Meeting the
1988 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT -2-
amounts to be raised for various purposes,
such recommendations to be printed in the
next Annual Report.
the property is located or the State may
acquire a tax lien against land and
buildings for unpaid taxes. [By Petition]
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote
to make any alterations in the amount of
money to be raised and appropriated for the
ensuing year for the support of the Town
as recommended by the Budget Committee in
its report, to raise and appropriate all
sums so determined for said purposes, and
pass any other vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote
to elect rather than appoint the Road Agent
as provided in RSA 231:62. [By Petition]
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote
to appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars [$5,000.00] for an architectural
study of the Municipal Building.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Three Hundred Fifty Dollars
[$2,350.00] for the support of the Tri-
County Community Action's Woodsville
Outreach Office. [By Petition]
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars [$10,000.00] to be added
to the Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund
previously established.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty
Three Thousand Dollars [$63,000.00] for
paving a section of the road known as
Brushwood Road from Rte. 116 to the inter-
section of County Road.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote
to adopt the provisions of RSA 60:58-36
for a real estate tax lien procedure?
These statutes provide that tax sales to
private individuals for non-payment of
property taxes on real estate are replaced
with a real estate tax lien procedure under
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ARTICLE 18: To see if the town will vote to
change the current General Election procedure
of two polling places and establish a single
polling place with one checklist.
ARTICLE 19: To take any other action that
may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 16th
day of February 1988.
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The polls at the James R. Morrill Elementary School




To choose by a non-partisan ballot one
Selectman for a term of three (3) years; a Town Clerk
for a term of one (1) year; a Tax Collector for a
term of one (1) year; a Trustee of Trust Funds for a
term of three (3) years; a Trustee of Trust Funds for
a term of (1) year; and a Treasurer for the term of
one (1) year.
Paul LaMott moved that Roger Wells be elected Library
Trustee for a three (3) year term. It was seconded
by Emma Cardin. Passed by a voice vote.
Paul LaMott moved that the Selectmen appoint any
other Town official. Ezra B. Mann, II seconded the
motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 4: To hear the reports of the Selectmen,
Treasurer, Cemetery Commissioners and other Town
Officials and Committees heretofore chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article 2: To announce the results of the balloting
on Article One.
339 residents cast ballots.
Selectman
3 yr. term
Ernest A. Towne 249
Treasurer
1 yr . term
Robert F. Miller, Jr. 313
Ezra B. Mann, II moved that the reports be accepted
as printed in the Town Report. Seconded by Paul
LaMott. Passed by a voice vote.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to issue interst bearing notes in antici-
pation of taxes and to provide for the expenses of
the current year.
Town Clerk
1 yr . term










1 yr . term
James Graham (Accepted) 3
Larry Corey 3
Moderator , Archie Steenburgh swore in the elected
officers
.
Article 3: To choose a Cementery Commissioner for a
term of five (5) years; to choose a Library Trustee
for a term of three (3) years; and to choose any
other necessary Town official
.
Ezra B. Mann, II moved that James House be elected
Cemetery Commissioner for a five (5) year term.
It was seconded by Virginia Thayer. Passed by a voice
vote.
13
A. Frank Stiegler , Jr. moved the article be accepted
as printed. Victor Smith seconded the motion.
Passed by a voice vote.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept, appropriate, and expend
gifts of Federal and State aid in the name of the
Town of Haverhill
.
A. Frank Stiegler, Jr. moved the Article be accepted
as printed. Steve Wheeler seconded the motion.
Passed by a voice vote.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to sell real estate acquired by the
Town through Tax Collertor' s Deeds, by public auction
sale or by advertising for sealed bids, except that
the Selectmen would be empowered, but not required
,
to make one last offer to the person who was divested
of his property and a late redemption would be allowed
upon payment of all taxes, costs and interest.
Paul LaMott moved the article be accepted as printed.
Ridler Page seconded the motion. I was so voted.
Article 8: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to assign to Mountain Lakes District any
rights the Town mag have to receive a collertor'
s
deed for the tax years 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979
or 1980 to certain "common lands" and "greehbelts"
in the development known as Mountain Lakes, more
specifically described in a proposed assignment
agreement between the Town of Haverhill and Mountain
Lakes District for consideration paid less than one
dollar.
Ezra B. Mann, II moved the Article, Robert Ruther-
ford seconded the motion. Passed by a voice vote.
Robert Rutherford explained that these "cfommon lands"
and "greenbelt areas" in the Mt. Lakes areas have no
intrinsic value to the town as a whole and tax
revenue is acquired through values assigned to Mt.
Lakes' lots.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to appoint
or elect a Budget Committee to recommend to the
next Annual Town Meeting the amounts to be raised
for various purposes , such recommendations to be
printed in the next Annual Report.
Edward Patten made the motion that the budget
committee be elected by ballot at the next March
Town Meeting. Virginia Thayer seconded the motion.
This motion was defeated by a voice vote.
Ezra B. Mann II moved the Budget Committee be
appointed by the Moderator. Robert J. Miller
seconded the motion. It was so voted by voice vote.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to make
any alterations in the amount of money to be raised
and appropriated for the ensuing year for the
support of the Town as recommended by the Budget
Committee in its report, to raise and appropriate
all sums so determined for said purposes , and pass
any other vote relating thereto.
raise by taxes for the ensuing year.
Alan Page seconded the motion.
Ridler Page made the motion to reduce the budget by
$19,156.00 that sum to come out of the police budget.
This would leave a police budget of $120 .000.00. The
necessary cuts to be made by the Chief as approved
by the Board of Selectmen. This amendment called for
a ballot vote.
Harry Simano seconded the amendment. After lots of
discussion by the voters Edward Patten moved the
question. Robert Maccini seconded.
The vote by written ballot was 160 NO_ and 109 YES .
This amendment was defeated.
Chief Miller requested an additional $13 ,325.00 be
added to the budget. This amount to be for salary
line items and 24 hour protection. After a close
voice vote, it was declared as a defeat of the
motion. A question was raised whether the Moderators
decision was accurate. To alleviate any question the
house was divided . Chief Miller ' s motion was declared
defeated 154 to 117.
Robert Rutherford moved the article. That $802,837 .45
be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year.
This budget was passed by a voice vote.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Two Hundred
Dollars ($2,200.00) for support of the Community
Action Outreach Program. (By Petition)
Paul LaMott moved the article.
Passed by a voice vote.
Alan Page seconded.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Dollars
($7 ,000 .00) for initial financing of the republic-
ation of William Whitcher's "History of Haverhill
,
N.H." and to see if the Town will vote to expend the
proceeds of such sales to offset the cost of printing
and selling the books and any interest costs incurred.
(By Petition)
Robert Rutherford moved that the recommendations
made by the Budget Committer for $802,837 .45 to be




After much discussion this article was voted down
by a voice vote.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to require
that the Town Clerk's Office shall be open one even-
ing per week between the hours of 6:30 to 9:00 p.m.
or Saturdays between the hours of 9:00 to 12:00 a.m.
(By Petition)
Ezra B. Mann II moved the article be passed over.
Paul LaMott seconded. This motion was defeated by
a voice vote.
This article was moved and seconded. The Town Clerk
explained that she was an elected official and it
was up to her to set regular hours and be open those
hours, which she does . She also stated if anyone
can not get to her office when it is open all you
have to do is lift up the phone and call and some-
thing will be arrainged for you.
This article was defeated by a voice vote.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000 .00)
to be paid into the Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund.
This article was explained by Robert Rutherford.
This fund would be used to purchase vehicles for
the Police Dept. and Road Dept.
This article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000.00) for road construction on a section of
the road known as "Brushwood Road."
Paul Hunt moved the article, William Home seconded.
This article was passed by a voice vote.
Article 16: To take any other action that may legally
come before this meeting.




MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
October 15, 1987
The polls at the James R. Morrill Elementary School
were opened at 8:01 P.M. by the Moderator , Archie
Steenburgh, reading the Warrant.
Article 1
:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand Dollars for the
purpose of funding the position of Juvenile Officer/
Investigator for the Haverhill Police Department.
Henry Bartkowski moved the article. Patricia Bartkowski
seconded the motion.
Chief Miller explained he would like to hire some-
one specifically to handle juvenile matters. He had
in mind to promate special officer, Heidi Barthol , to
this position for three days a week. Then he could
have Sgt. Walter George for investigative work two
days a week, doing his regular duties the rest of the
week. Chief Miller would also promate part-time Troy
Dodge to full-time duty.
Chief Miller also review the programs he would like
to start for the Children of the Town:
A police athletic league, a cadet training
program, educational programs on alcohol S
drug abuse, an on-the-job training program
for students planning careers in law enforce-
ment and to open a teen center.
After about fifteen minutes of discussion, "Jay"
Holden asked for the question, "Chip" Brooks seconded
the motion.
Results of Ballot Vote
Yes 53
No 129
Article 2: To transact any other business that may
legally be brought before this meeting.




DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES


















TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
JAMES E. GRAHAM
SOCIAL SECURITY
HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST, INC
NH UNEMPLOYMENT COMP. FUND
500 . 00
2,500.00
Z , 000 . 00
3 , 000 . 00
550. 12
200 . 00
18 , 150. 00
18,150.00
350.00
1 . 050 . 00
100 . 00
3 . 294 . 01
2 ,924 .90
17.74
$ 52, 758. 17
DETAIL #2: TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
PATRICIA G. KLARK 17 ,500,.00
CLERICAL
BRENDA L. SMITH 7
, 000 . 00
SOCIAL SECURITY 1 ,750,.24
HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST, INC. 2 ,511 ,. 28
NHMA UNEMPLOYMENT COMP. FUND 283 ,.68
EQUIPMENT
LYNDONVILLE OFFICE EQUIPMENT 5 , 985,.00
QUILL CORPORATION 288..45


















































































































































































































































3 , 877 . 10















73 , 960 . 41
DETAIL #3: ANNUAL AUDIT
CAREY, VACHON S CLUKAY, PC $ 6,970.00
DETAIL #4: RESTORATION OF RECORDS
JOSEPH J. MAROTTI CO., INC. $ 6,230.00
DETAIL #5: LEGAL
MOULTON LAW FIRM
BERNARD J. WOLFE, JR.
UPTON, SANDERS S SMITH








INDIAN HEAD BANK NORTH























ROBIN R . IRWIN
SOCIAL SECURITY







4, 958 . 33
6 , 498 . 33





















DETAIL #9: REGIONAL AGENCIES
NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL $






JAMES H. HOOD, INC.
SCRUGGS HARDWARE
ROYAL ELECTRIC CO. ,





C. V .E .C .
,
E , 000 . 00
146 .08





5, 512 . 50
148 . 71




DETAIL #12: PLANNING BOARD
SALARIES
HEIDI I . LYMAN
SOCIAL SECURITY
$ 24,878.00


























RUTHERFORD SURVEY S MAPPING




HAVERHILL CORNER FIRE DEPT .
OPERATING EXPENSES
TRUCK FUND








TWIN STATE MUTUAL AID
TELEPHONE-NE TELEPHONE
DISPATCH











10 , 000 . 00
10 , 000 . 00
10 , 000 . 00
15 ,800 .00
10 , 000 . 00
480. 52'
327 . 72






6 , 250 . 00
6 ,250 . 00
4, 166 . 66
$ 25,000.00
BLACKMOUNT VET. PROF. ASSN. 240. 00
DETAIL #16: HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COTTAGE HOSPITAL
COTTAGE HOSP. VOL. AMBULANCE
NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH
HEALTH OFFICER-GEORGE BARTZIS
SOCIAL SECURITY-INDIAN HEAD BANK
$
2,500.00
5 , 169 . 00





DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES





DETAIL #18: PATRIOTIC SERVICES
4th OF JULY COMMITTEE, INC.
AMERICAN LEGION
DETAIL #19: SENIOR CITIZENS
MEALS ON WHEELS
CITIZENS
1 5 , 828 . IE
2 ,601 . 30
2, 299 .09
1 , 017.25















$ 4 , 368 . 00
9 , 000 . 00
402 . 60
$ 9 , 402 .60
DETAIL #21: ELECTION S REGISTRATION
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
OLAND V. BYLOW 160.00
LOUIS T. PIKE 105.00








INDIAN HEAD BANK NORTH 40.19
EXPENSES
TUCK PRESS 247.00
LOUIS T. PIKE 37.56
OLAND V. BYLOW 50.72
ALTON A. CLEVELAND 47.44
























































3 ,067 . 42




152 . 1 1
220.20
6 , 376 .28
2,176.55




























WOODSVILLE TRUE VALUE HDWE.
ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.
TIM COREY a
BOUDREAULT PLUMBING S HEATING 1
WOODSVILLE FIRE DEPT.



















































































19 ,, 294 . 83
16 ,585,. 34















ALFRED J. HOLDEN 1 29 .00
C. THOMAS CHASE 30 .00
HEALTH INSURANCE
NHMA-HEALTH INSURNCE TRUST 7 , 995 ., 92
NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM 4 , 381 ., 81
SOCIAL SECURITY
INDIAN HEAD BANK NORTH 2 ,240., 64
MEDICARE
INDIAN HEAD BANK NORTH 503., 52
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
1 ,116.NHMA-UC FUND . 69
EQUIPMENT
OSSIPEE MT. ELECTRONICS 925 . 00
GAS S OIL
GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 3 ,935.,50
ROBERT F. COLE 5 . 00
PENN-HAMPSHIRE LUBRICANTS 51 .. 96
PIKE STATION STORE 10,.00
WALTER GEORGE 10,.00
CUMBERLAND FARMS 1 1 ,, 65
INSURANCE
NHMA-WC FUND 3 ,504,.00
NHMA-PROPERTY-LIABILITY TRUST 7 ,450,.08
POSTAGE 241 ,.80
SUPPLIES
MOREY ' S UNIFORMS 228 ,.50
AMES DEPARTMENT STORE 161 ,. 72
EQUITY PUBLISHING 276 ,. 45
LYNDONVILLE OFFICE EQUIPMENT 271 ,. 49




GARROW PRINTING 24 ,.04
RADIO SHACK 28 ,.85
CLARK BUSINESS MACHINES 223 ,. 90
BEN'S UNIFORMS 63 ,.09
SCRUGGS HARDWARE 14 ,. 40
GREAT WESTERN SUPPLY 75 ,. 74
AT PATCH COMPANY 215,.00
ENERGY CONCEPTS EAST 46 ,.50
MATTHEW BENDER S CO., INC. 92 ,.50
TEN-46, INC. 136 ,.00
20
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES -6-






































A .D . SANEL, INC
.
H.O. TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
TROY DODGE
MISCELLANEOUS
INT. ASSN. OF CHIEFS OF POLI
NH ASSN. OF CHIEFS OF POLICE





















































































WOODSVILLE WATER S LIGHT DEPT.





























INDIAN HEAD BANK NORTH








E-Z STEEL S FABRICATION
BROWN'S CONCRETE PRODUCTS
19 ,200.00
16 , 229 . 88
13,269. 30
4 , 574.87







5 , 285 . 64
























HOWARD P . FAIRF
BLACKMOUNT EQUI
PARTSTOWN/WOODS
H . . TAYLOR CHE
GROSSMANS
































lELD , INC .












































































































































































9 , 285 . as
1 , 345 . 32
3 , 555. 21
B , 529 . 50
2 , 832 . 1 6
1 ,200.00
8 , 882 . 28
447 . 09
13 , 591 . 71




5 , 465 . 76
1 , 200 . 00
4 , 564 . 68
8 , 637 . 50





3 , 794 . 21
219. 39



















































































































































50 , 380 . 07
$ 251 ,489 .35
NORMA LAVOIE, TAX COLLECTOR
JAY KRAMER/CUSTODIAN
71 , 672 . 51






TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
XEROX CORPORATION





$ 16 , 664. 00
DETAIL #32: COUNTY TAX
A. FRANK STIE6LER, II, TREASURER
GRAFTON COUNTY $ 132,477.00




















DETAIL #26: FEES TO STATE $ 4,161.75
DETAIL #27: PRECINCTS
WOODSVILLE FIRE DISTRICT -0-
NORTH HAVERHILL PRECINCT -0-
PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER -0-
MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT -0-
DETAIL #28: REFUNDS $ 2,609.84
DETAIL #29: SCHOOLS
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE











INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS 32.707.05





POLICE PRIVATE DETAILS 4,736.00
TOWN MAINTENANCE 654.00
STATE [AERONAUTICS COMMISSION] 1.758.00
STATE FOREST LAND 1.035.93
STATE [REVENUE BLOCK GRANT] 114,188.47
STATE HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 74,812.05
FIRE 913.54
INSURANCE REFUND [BOILER] 8,847.00
TOWN POOR RECOVERY 7,557.84
NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL 3.790.00
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSE 1.172.99
MISCELLANEOUS 1.986.29
FRENCH POND ROAD 1.215.03
REVENUE SHARING 604.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 3,053.173.37
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE 1987 3.718.325.67
LESS 1987 EXPENDITURES 3,185,195.67
BANK SERVICE CHARGES 717.12
BALANCE 12/31/87 $ 532,412.88


































ROBERT F. MILLER, TREASURER
24
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
I hereby submit the following report of funds received
by me and paid over to the Town Treasurer from January
1, 1987 thru December 31, 1987.
Dr.
Automobile Permits
Dog Licenses S fines








statement of fees collected from January 1, 1987 thru
December 31, 1987.
Mortgages & Discharges




























Helen M. Smith, Town Clerk
It is not only a paradise at Mountain Lakes for skiers and skaters, this
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1987 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
LANO iHetns 1 A. B. i C) List all mproved and unimproved land
iinc!-^r= rt^i^s. septics and p3vingt







PRECiNCT. SERVICE AREAS AND SCHOOL DISTRICT VALUATION
Where waluaiion o( Precincts and/or School Oisincls -s not identical with the to.vr
or City identity the unit ol government and. or the icrvice areas in the cotiimr ir
headings and list valuations and enemptions -n the same ma rer ason Frqe 2
VALUE OF LANDONLV-='CtuCeA'-^0>.nlsLSIeCC-t 1160^52 i

















1,597, 250. 1,785,400. 4,732,350. te
26,550. 704 ,6 00. 15,600.
"c'alol Tjxi^ble L.'naiA. B. &C) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 5 22,394,800, 10,952,450. 2.32 2,050. 1,855,500. 2,516,850. 4,747,950.10
E fax E/£mpl i Ncn-Tanatrle xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx




S 44.975 r250. XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 17,305,900. 6,059,150. 6,023,600. 9,693,250. 5,893,350. 2A
9 Manutacljrgd Housing as definetj n RSA 674 31
C Commercial/Industrial
S 2 .220.750 ^
S 8,605,150.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1,141,900. 439,750. 309.100. 330,000. 29
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 2,030,800. 2,872,050. 142,300. 3,560,000.
D Total of Taxable Buildings (A. B & C) XXXXXXXXXXXXXX ! s 55,801,150, 20,478,600. 9,370,950. 6,475,000. 13,583,250. 5,893,350.20
E, Tax Exempt & Non-TaxaOle XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
I
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
PUBLIC VVATER UTILITY - pryateiy owned water CO. serving public (RSA 72:11) XXXXXXXXXXXXXX S
PUBLIC UTILITIES - Value ot all property used in production Iransnission
ana iiStr C'Ui.cn ncluding production mach "ery. land,
landfghts. easer^enls. etc. Furnish breandown by individual






XXXXXXXXXXXXXX s 1.306.300, 1,075,750. ; 84,85 0. 8,350.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX s
Mature '.Vocd and Timber (RSA 79 5) XXXXXXXXXXXXXX , s
a VALUATION BEFOfle EXEMPTIONS. jTotalol ID. 20. 3.4 5 o& 7)
9 ' Blind E.-empI on RSA 72 37
! XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 5 79,502,250. 3 2,506,800. 11,777.850. .467.850. 16.108 , 450. ' 10,641,300. 8
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
E Iter!, E^emp RSA 72 39. 72-43-3 8 7243-1 lMur:er 98 880,050. xxxxxxxxxxxx.xx 266,000. : 98.650. 139.250. 371.150 . 5,000. 10
Physically Handicapped Exemp RSA 72 37-a (Number xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
12^ Solarn.Vindpower Exemp RSA 72 62 & 72 66 (number xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5_ .icol n..Dormitorv/Kilchen Exemp RSA 72.23 (Number xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
r.'Aii Pollution Control Exemp RSA 72:12-a xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Vjod Heating Energy System Exemp RSA 72 69 (Number xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Items 9 to 151 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx S 880,050. 266,000. 98,650. _i3iM2.5.IU.







List Revenues Received from Payments in Lieu ol Taxes |
• Stale and Pe'ieral Fcesl Land flec'oalion, and or Flood Conlrol Land |s 1,035.93
• Other — From: Hydro-Electric Plant
1^ 2,468.55
• Other — From j5
• Other — From: !s
T^e amounts I'sied m ihis sect-on she-Id not be included in ihe 19 ^"^
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$34.U0 $34,110 166,987 201,658 34.671
30,580 29.934 (646)
17.789 17,789 47,316 70,348 23.032













35.027 27 (35.000) (27.327) 7,673 7,700
(69,540) (17,469) 52,071 (43.000)
125,827 125,827 32.630
(20.216) 22,784 (112.540) (37,685)
32.630 158,457 158,457











820,753 822,299 (1,546) 8,000 44,788 (36.788) 828.753 857.087 (38,334)
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It is our re
past year and a half a group bility of purchasing such a source of gravel
citizens have worked to collect be explored in the upcoming year. It is our
discuss road problems in town, opinion that over the years it would be more
late some recommendations which economical for the town to own its source of
some guidance to road maintenance gravel rather than purchasing it by the yard.
into the cost for maintaining The second situation to be taken up is
that of drainage. It is imperative to have
re an estimated eighteen and appropriate drainage for the roads in order
es of paved roads and fifty to properly and economically maintain them.
gravel roads currently being It is our recommendation that the condition
he Town Road Maintenance Depart- of roadway drainage be carefully monitored.
figures do not include the ditches and culverts be kept cleaned and
tained by the Woodsville Fire operable at all times. Also, particular
the State roads in town. drainage problems should be identified and
dividual problems with partic- and suitable corrections be properly planned.
s of road were brought before scheduled and implemented. There are signif-
However, it was our understanding icant savings to be realized in general
Is should be to focus on the maintenance costs from the implementation
nd general problems facing the of many drainage projects [i.e. -stopping
ould also be noted that many erosion, drying of problem mud holes, and
are being faced with many of the breaking up of pavement because of water
blems we are experiencing. underneath it.]
prominent being an increase The next general issue to be addressed
nd a more demanding public is the continual problem of brush along
o have all roads clear, dry and roadsides. At the present time it is not
all times. This may seem like considered environmentally to be a sound
reasonable request. However, practice to use chemical control, it would
e normal case for country roads be our recommendation to implement a schedule
It was rather the typical to cut existing brush back and shape these
and when the public wishes areas so that they may be mowed with a
service, the appropriate tractor and mowing machine. It is our
be supplied. A complete book opinion that the long range costs of mowing
tten on the effects of rural are much less than the continued cutting of
, and its effects on transpor- brush. Also, there is no disposal problem
s, and highways. We can not from mowing. It also might be necessary to
nd on it here, but it is a very place certain amounts of this work out to
factor in road problems. private contract in order to expedite a
st problem addressed is the schedule of clearing and then mowing.
e Town currently does not own The next area to be reviewed is the
significant source of gravel. fifty two miles of gravel road surfaces.
commendation that the possi- Here the committee recommends that sufficient
48
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etion of Brushwood Road
After the finish of the
t, the next reconstruction
e started, selecting the
ad condition and traffic
ttee also recommends that
be placed on a two to three
edule, depending on their
It is also recommended that
slated for future recon-
ed to help hold them until
an be done
.
ee also finds that it may be
ult for this reconstruction
rmed by the Road Maintenance
e still keeping up with the
road maintenance. Therefore,
xtra projects might need to be
ee also recommends that the
ard review their regulations,
roads. They should consider <flt
ions to require driveway
to insure that new driveways
re properly located and
s to eliminate blind entrances
blems. Also, it should be
quire that new subdivision
particularly those within
imity to the village districts
come to the portion of this report
cuss the costs involved with road
As stated earlier, paved roads
aled on a two to three year
hedule. If we take the 18-1/2
ed road and seal them on a 3-yr.
the current cost of about $4,000
e yearly appropriation for this
be $25,500. Also, based on current
stimated cost of shim materials
49
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, 000 , with
be done
. Adding














ized outlook as to the
es per mile of road
ill was compared to
in the State with similar
road maintenance. Ten
h a range in costs of
per mile [1986 figures]
e of $5,935 per mile,
these being $4,200 per
dation would be for
t using a figure of
le for the upcoming
e for normal highway
ance and major recon-
to be in addition to it.
oad budget would consist
igure of $4,00'" per mile
or about $282,£)00], plus
ects monies, Woodsville
vehicle purchase for
Hopefully we have given some insight
and guidance for dealing with road main-











The Newell Murray farm on Route 10 in Haverhill awaits rain from gathering
storm clouds.
50
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1986 and June 1987, we experienced fewer
fires than normal. The three leading caused of forest
fires were again children, fires kindled without writ-
ten permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris
burning. All causes are preventable, but only with
your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials
with forest fire prevention. Contact your Forest Fire
Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is
the responsibility of State Forestry officials. Our
state has excellent timber harvest regulations; how-
ever, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state
timber harvest tax law may be violated, call your
Forest Fire Warden of Concord Forest Protection Head-
quarters at (603) 271-2217.
If you own forest land, you became responsible for
the timber tax payment starting April 1, 1986. This
is a change in the Timber Tax Law that will impact
all forest landowners. Contact your Board of Select-
men for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS 1987
Number Fires Statewide 403
Acres Burned Statewide 189
Cost of Suppression $ AA,682
District Fires 15
District Acres Burned 28 1/4
Town of Haverhill Fires
t
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REPORT OF THE HAVERHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT
Over the past fifteen years, police departments have
undergone remarkable transformations in all areas of
duty and responsibilities. Police departments today
attempt to provide a full service to the cities and
towns. Over the past years, the role of a police
department was that of enforcing the laws of the
land. Today, due to the change in the Criminal Jus-
tice system, you will find police officers better
trained and educated in their profession. As society
changes, so does the role of our police departments.
The day to day problems faced by police officers are
much more complex and require more training, edu-
cation and understanding.
I believe that our community, as a whole, does not
have an understanding of our role within the commun-
ity. I would like to see more community involvement.
By having this, more people would have a better idea
as to the role of a police department within the
community.
Police work is a complex issue and an issue few
people in the community understand. The main goal
of a police department is the protection of in-
dividual rights. These same rights are spelled out
in our constitution.
Our police department attempts to provide services
by way of community service projects through out the
year. The roll of a police officer is much m.ore
than meets the public's eye. In order to have an
effective police service within our town, we must
have community support. No police department who
works efficiently is an independent agency. Our
department must professionally interact within the
community and the community must trust and support
their police department.
I would like to see several goals for 1988. These
goals would be for the community to have more of an
understanding of the operations of our department
and I would like to see more support and assistance
from the community. With the assistance and support
of the community, these goals will be met.
In my first report to the residents and taxpayers
of Haverhill, I felt I should explain my ideas and
thoughts as to the roll of a police department with-
in the community.
Now, in the area of activity of our department dur-
ing 1987, our department received 9,131 incoming
phone calls on our emergency line (747-3322) and our
business line (747-2811). Our T.I. P. line received
173 calls.












The case count for 1987 is broken down as follows
(1,784) into four (4) catagories:
I. Property Crimes - 620
This catagory includes victims of Theft,
Burglaries, Criminal Mischiefs, Arson,
Receiving Stolen Property, Shoplifting,
Criminal Trespassing, Forgery, and Motor
Vehicle Theft.
II. People Crimes - 352
This catagory includps victims of Assaults,
Felonious Assaults, Robberies, Drugs, Crim-
inal Threatening, Kidnapping, Fugitives,
Criminal Liability, Suicides, Untimely
Deaths, Reckless Conduct, Escapes, and
Missing Persons.
III. Disturbances - 187
This catagory includes victims of Domestics,
Disorderly Conduct, Drunks, Obscene Phone
Calls, Court Orders, Harassment, Sale of
Alcohol, Bomb Threats, False Reports,
Suspicious Persons and Motor Vehicles.
IV. Motor Vehicle - 623
This catagory includes Motor Vehicle
Accidents, A.T.V. Accidents, Request
for Radar and all Motor Vehicle Violations.













for a total of 468.93 victims who fall under
these four categories for every UOOO residents.
In looking at the past and present activities of
our department, the growth of our town, the in-
crease in demand for services over the years, our
department has not progressed for fifteen years.
In the area of Community Service Projects, our
department has worked with the schools in the areas
of Bicycle Safety, Drug Abuse, Alcohol Abuse, Offi-
cer Friendly, and has worked with S.A.D.D. in set-
ting up a Teen Dance for the area high school stu-
dents. Our department has worked with R.S.V.P. in
setting up Crime Prevention Patrols throughout the
town.
The internal operations of our department is in the
process of being computerized. All records, data
activities, and information is now stored into our
computer system. At present, our programs enable
us to store and retrieve information much faster
and with less storage space.
The members of our department are ones to be proud
of. Most members are giving 100% at all times.
Police officers are not perfect, we make mistakes
just like anybody else. Police officers deal dir-
ectly with the public on a daily basis and with
this type of involvement, we are either heros or
villians. During 1987, I have found that our offi-
cers work very hard at making Haverhill a better
place to live and work. I can honestly say that
anytime I needed any member, they were there to
help without question. Our officers donated hun-
dreds and hundreds of hours during the year without
pay, assisting the town and their department. They
are truly dedicated men and women
In closing, I would like to thank the residents.
Town Officers, Selectm.en's Office, and all other
Town Departments for the help, assistance, and
support during my first year as Police Chief.
Without their help, it would have been a difficult
task. I would like to give a special "Thank you"
to our volunteers who have been a big help during
the year. I hope 1988 is a safe and prosperous
year for al 1
.
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1988 Budget Breakdown (Salaries)
1. Full Time Employees:
(Three officers and one secretary)
Amount: $64,364.20 (Average: $16,091.05)
2. Other:






f) Memorial Day Parade
g) 4th of July
h) 11th Hour Sale





And Mandated Department of
Labor Regulations
Amount: $23,604.00 Total: $87,9fi8.20
If any resident or taxpayer has any questions,







Mrs. M. Patricia Bartkowski of North Haverhill
donates thirty hours per week as a Key Punch
Operator for the Haverhill Police Department
Computer Center.
Our Computer Center stores all criminal and motor
vehicle information, daily logs, warrant list,
training records, court documents, and enables all
records to be stored into our system. The present
system allows us to gather information on suspects
involved in criminal activity. Suspects can be re-
trieved from our system by height, weight, hair and
eye color, and by twenty other catagories.
The entire Computer Center was put together by
donation and is a great asset to our department.
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HAVERHILL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1987
Meetings and Programs held during 1987 were as follows:
May 3: Annual meeting held at the Congregational
Parish House in Haverhill Corner. Ray Burton, Gover-
nor's Council member for District One, gave a slide
presentation on the New Hampshire State Highway His-
torical Society's museum in the Haverhill Corner
Library.
July 19: Annual gathering at the Ladd Street
School. The program was "The Orford, N.H. , Shakers,
Now and Then", by Carolyn Smith.
October 19: Our yearly joint meeting with the
Woodsville Progressive Club at St. Luke's Parish
House in Woodsville. The program was "Potatoes and
Pumpkins, Ethnic Foods of Provincial New Hampshire"
by Stuart Wallace of the New Hampshire Division of
Historical Resources.
In August, the Haverhill Corner Historic District
was accepted for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places. We have now made application to the
State of New Hampshire for a state highway historical
marker to commemorate the district.
Lexan windows have been installed on the Ladd Street
School to protect the original glass and sashes from
further deterioration.
Our museum was open on the last Sunday of the
month during June, July and August, in conjunction
with the flea markets on the Commons. We felt that
the interest shown was encouraging.
We have obtained a plaque and photograph commemo-
rating Mildred Page, benefactor of Haverhill, and
have placed them on display in the Haverhill Corner
Library.
FRANK O'MALLEY, PRESIDENT
DOUGLAS HENSON, VICE PRESIDENT
KATHERINE BLAISDELL, SECRETARY
PAUL HUNT, TREASURER
The Ladd Street School is being restored by the Haverhill Historical Society.
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH HAVERHILL HATER & LIGHTING DISTRICT
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE NORTH HAVERHILL WATER &
LIGHTING DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NH,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS. YOU ARE
HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE NORTH HAVERHILL
FIRE STATION ON THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1988, AT 7:30
IN THE EVENING TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES:
ARTICLE 1: TO CHOOSE
YEAR.
A MODERATOR FOR THE ENSUING
ARTICLE 2. TO CHOOSE A CLERK FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.
ARTICLE 3. TO CHOOSE A TREASURER FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR.
ARTICLE 4. TO CHOOSE A COMMISSIONER FOR A PERIOD
OF THREE [3] YEARS.
ARTICLE 5. TO CHOOSE AN AUDITOR FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR.
ARTICLE 6. TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF THE OFFICERS
HERETOFORE CHOSEN AND TO PASS ANY
VOTE RELATING THERETO.
ARTICLE 7. TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE SUCH SUMS OF
MONEY AS MAY BE DEEMED NECESSARY FOR
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT, AND STREET LIGHTS,
AND SIDEWALKS OF THE DISTRICT.
ARTICLE 8. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO
AUTHORIZE THE COMMISSIONERS TO BORROW
MONEY TO PROVIDE FOR THE CURRENT
EXPENSES, OR FOR EMERGENCY UNTIL TAXES
ARE COLLECTED, AND GIVE NOTES FOR SAME.
ARTICLE 9. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO
AUTHORIZE THE COMMISSIONERS TO SEEK
AND ACCEPT ANY GRANTS OR FUNDS AVAILABLE
FOR PLANNED WATER WORKS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
ARTICLE 10. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO
AMEND THE "DISTRICT RULES AND REGU-
LATIONS;" ARTICLE 14, PARAGRAPH 4, SO
THAT THE CHARGE FOR NEW SERVICE CON-
NECTIONS SHALL BE $600.00 [SIX HUNDRED
DOLLARS] FOR EACH NEW SERVICE.
ARTICLE 11. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO
AUTHORIZE THE COMMISSIONERS TO USE
MONIES, NOT TO EXCEED $5,000.00, FROM
CAPITAL FUNDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CONTINUING THE STUDY AND MAPPING OF
SOURCES OF THE COLD SPRING WATER SUPPLY
AS A SOURCE PROTECTION MEASURE.
ARTICLE 12. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO
AUTHORIZE THE COMMISSIONERS TO PLACE
SURPLUS MONEY, IF SAME EXISTS, INTO
CAPITAL RESERVE ACCOUNTS.
ARTICLE 13. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS TO
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
NORTH HAVERHILL WATER & LIGHTING DISTRICT
MARCH 12, 1987 - 7:30 P.M.
Moderator Richard Kinder called the meeting to order
at 7:32 p.m. and read the Warrant for said meeting.
Article 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing
year.
Richad Kinder was nominated, there were no further
nominations ^nd the Clerk was instructed to cast a
ballot for Richard Kinder for Moderator. He was
declared elected.
Article 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
Robert Rutherford was nominated, there were no
further nominations and the Moderator was instructed
to cast a ballot for Robert Rutherford for Clerk.
He was declared elected.
Article 3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing
year.
John Aldrich was nominated, there were no further
nominations and the Clerk was instructed to cast a
ballot for John Aldrich for Treasurer. He was
declared elected.
Article 4. to choose a Commissioner for a period
of three years.
Larry Norcross was nominated, there were no further
nominations and the Clerk was instructed to cast a
ballot for Larry Norcross for Commissioner. He was
declared elected.
Article 5. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing
year.
Roger Wells was nominated, there were no further
nominations and the Clerk was instructed to cast a
ballot for Roger Wells for Auditor. He was declared
elected.
Moderator Richard Kinder was sworn in by Clerk
Robert Rutherford. Robert Rutherford, John Aldrich,
and Larry Norcross were sowrn in by Moderator
Richard Kinder.
Article 6. To hear the reports of the officers
heretofore chosen and to pass any vote relating
thereto.
Copies of the Treasurer's report were distributed
prior to the beginning of the meeting. Paul
Mayette moved that the reports be accepted as
printed. This was seconded by Everett Sawyer.
The motion was passed by voice vote.
Article 7. To raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be deemed necessary for the Fire
Department, and Street Lights, and Sidewalks of the
District.
Howard Hatch, Jr. moved to raise and appropriate the
sum of sixty-eight thousand five hundred twelve
dollars [$68,512.00], with the sum of ten thousand
six hundred twelve dollars [$10,612.00] to be raised
by taxes. This was seconded by Paul Mayette. After
a brief discussion about street lights and their
cost, the motion was passed by voice vote.
Article 8. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the Commissioners to borrow money to
provide for current expenses, or for emergency
until taxes are collected, and give notes for same.
A. Frank Stiegler moved to so authorize the Com-
missioners. This was seconded by Paul Mayette.
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NORTH HAVERHILL WATER & LIGHTING DISTRICT
The motion was passed by a voice vote.
Article 9. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the Commissioners to seek and accept any
grants or funds available for planned water works
and improvements.
Paul Mayette moved that the Commissioners be so
authorized. This was seconded by Howard Hatch, Jr.
The motion was passed by voice vote.
Article 10. To see if the District will vote to
revise the "District Rules and Regulations" as
follows: Article 11. Meters, so that the second
sentence thereof will read: Said Meters shall be
of such type as approved by the District Com-
missioners, and shall be installed at the expense
of the Customer, and that any and all costs for
repairs, maintenance and/or replacement of such
meter shall be at the expense of said Customer.
The rest of said article is to remain unchanged.
This article was moved as written by A. Frank
Stiegler, III and seconded by Don Hammond.
Several questions were raised concerning this change
and the effects on individuals. Moderator Richard
Kinder read the existing article. This was followed
by more discussion and concern about the proposed
wording. Lois Henson moved to amend the motion
to have said article read as follows: Article 11.
Meters : The Commissioners reserve the right to
meter any service if compatible with the best
interest of the District and/or the customer. Such
meter shall be installed at the expense of the
District when requested by said District. However,
should such meter be requested by said Customer,
said meter shall be of such type as approved by the
District Commissioners, and shall be installed at
the expense of the Customer, and that any and all
costs for repairs, maintenance and/or replacement
of such meter shall be at the expense of said
Customer. Meters involving the whole District
shall be installed at the expense of the District
if so voted at an authorized meeting of said
District. If a meter fails to register, the
customer will be charged at the average rate of
consumption when the meter was in operation. This
amendment was seconded by A. Frank Stiegler, III.
Clerk Robert Rutherford read the article as
amended. The amendment was passed by voice vote.
There was further discussion on the motion as
amended; this was passed by voice vote with no
dissenting votes heard.
Article 11. To see if the District will vote to
authorize the Commissioners to place surplus
money, if same exists, into Capital Reserve
Accounts.
The article was so moved by Paul Mayette and
seconded by Maryann Del linger. The motion was
passed by voice vote.
Article 12. To transact any other business to
properly come before this meeting.
Howard Hatch, Jr. submitted a request for water
service outside the District, as made by Brian
Carroll, the former Joanne Aldrich house. It was
moved to honor this request by Mr. Hatch and
seconded by Larry Norcross. The motion was passed
by voice vote.
Larry Norcross spoke about the payoff of the new
reservoir cover and that this was well ahead of
schedule.
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Larry Norcross also discussed the recent V.F.W. fund
to install a new flag pole at the Common area; he
then made a motion that the District pay the light
bill for the new light which will shine on this flag
pole. The motion was seconded by Everett Sawyer,
this was passed by voice vote.
Everett Sawyer made a motion to note in the District
minutes a sincere thank you to the V.F.W. for their
efforts, maintenance and contributions to the common
area. This was seconded by Paul Mayette. The motion
was passed by voice vote.
Larry Norcross stated that delinquent water rents
will be handled by giving such delinquent customers
a written notice of same and if payment is not
received in full, such services shall be terminated
until full payment of any and all charges is made.
There was a brief discussion as to the District's
plans for improving the sidewalks within the
District.
Paul Mayette spoke in regards to the North Haverhill
Library and to see if the District would consider
giving financial aid to same. Larry Norcross moved
to have a three member committee appointed by the
Moderator to work with the Trustees of the Library
and report back to the Commissioners by December 31,
1987. This was seconded by Everett Sawyer. The
motion was passed by voice vote.
Paul Mayette then moved to adjourn the meeting; this
was seconded by Charles Hanson. The motion was
passed by voice vote and the meeting was adjourned
at 9:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
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PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER
1988 WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL
CORNER, IN SAID HAVERHILL, WHO ARE QUALIFIED TO
VOTE IN PRECINCT AFFAIRS:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET IN THE CHAPEL, IN
SAID PRECINCT, ON WEDNESDAY MARCH 9, 1988 AT 7:30
O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING
ARTICLES:
ARTICLE 1. TO ELECT A MODERATOR FOR THE TERM OF
TO ELECT A CLERK FOR THE TERM OF ONE






ARTICLE 4. TO ELECT ONE PRECINCT COMMISSIONER FOR
THE TERM OF THREE YEARS.





TO ELECT AN AUDITOR FOR THE TERM OF ONE
TO SEE IF THE PRECINCT WILL VOTE TO
AUTHORIZE THE PRECINCT COMMISSIONERS TO BORROW
MONEY TO PROVIDE FOR CURRENT EXPENSES, OR FOR
EMERGENCIES, UNTIL THE TAXES ARE COLLECTED AND
TO GIVE NOTE FOR SAME.
ARTICLE 8. TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY FOR THE
ENSUING YEAR AS PRINTED IN THE BUDGET.
ARTICLE 9. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS PROPER





[ARTICLES MAY BE ADDED OR AMENDED UP TO THE TIME
THE OFFICIAL WARRANT IS POSTED.]
The Haverhill Commons area and homes to the north and south have recently
been accepted to the National Registry ofHistoric Places. Homes being accepted
were built as far back as 1769.
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DRAIN TILE AROUND FIRE STATION
PAYMENT ON DRAINAGE NOTE
INTEREST ON NOTE
WARNING LIGHTS ON ROUTE 10





TOTAL EXPENSES [LIGHTS &
PLANNING AND ZONING BOARD
LEGAL FEES
POSTAGE & MISCELLANEOUS
TOTAL EXPENSES [PLANNING & ZONING]~r

































& PLANNING & ZONING BOARDS
CASH ON HAND JAN. 1, 1988
BUSINESS PROFITS TAX
FROM TOWN FOR FIRE DEPT.






































































































40,910.00 $ 50,975.10 $ 43,900.00
TOTAL BUDGET TO BE RAISED INCLUDING WATER, FIRE. LIGHTS,
COMMONS & PLANNING & ZONING BOARDS FOR 1988 IS $ 69.626.13.
TOTAL TO BE RAISED BY TAXATION FOR FIRE. LIGHTS. COMMONS
AND PLANNING & ZONING BOARDS IS $ 22.126.27.
AMOUNT RAISED IN 1987-$29,301.00. 1986-$26,400.00
1985-$14,735.00.
PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER
PROPOSED BUDGET - 1988
BUDGET AS SUBMITTED FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE VOTERS FOR THE YEAR 1988:
EXPENDITURES BUDGET FOR EXPENDITURES BUDGET FOR
FOR 1986 1987 FOR 1987 1988
WATER DEPARTMENT
LABOR AND SERVICES $ 2.738.70 $ 4,000.00 $ 1,863.00 $ 4,000.00
MAINTENANCE OF SPRING LOTS -0- -0- 150.00 150.00
SUPPLIES 845.24 1,000.00 49.71 1,000.00
POSTAGE 145.64 150.00 157.86 200.00
INSURANCE 262.00 250.00 225.00 250.00
REPLACED SERVICES 734.85 1,500.00 -0- 1,500.00
WATER TESTING 283.00 300.00 180.00 150.00
REPLACED HYDRANT -0- -0- 1,615.76 1,600.00
ELECTRICITY 67.08 100.00 71.87 100.00
PIPE LINE BOND 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
INTEREST ON BOND 2,356.25 2,000.00 2,018.75 1,680.00
SIDING ON UTILITY BUILDING -0- -0- -0- 2,000.00
CAPITAL RESERVE
ARY 1, 1988





$ 23,129.67 $ 19,330.89 $ 25.726.13
CASH ON HAND JANU HHH^^^^H
ANTICIPATED WATER RENTS 18,000.00 ^^^^m




This is an early morning photo of the Haverhill Corner fire station. As the
sun rises, you can observe the moon to the right, as it fades.
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REPORT OF THE HAVERHILL CORNER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Once again we had a quiet year which can be
directly attributed to the public's awareness to
fire safety. KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK. This year's
responses are as follows:
Assistance to Ambulance 1 Chimney Fires 5
Evacuation from Flooding 1 False Alarms 3
Fuel Spills 1 Car Fires 4
Bob Scare 1 Structure Fires in




This year Twin State Fire Mutual Aid has
established a Hazardous Materials Team. This team
will respond to our area if needed to assist with
an emergency involving hazardous materials. This
is a very important and crucial area due to the
transportation through our area and surrounding
communities, which if not handled properly could
be devastating.
The support and assistance from our neighboring
departments cannot go without recognition. The
standards that the departments in the Town of
Haverhill work by are of a professional level and
the dedication of our volunteers give this town
superior fire protection. The Haverhill Police
are essential in our work and do an excellent
job. Also, the Grafton County Dispatch Center,
with their communication experts, are very
professional and do an outstanding Job. These
organizations mentioned have a great responsibility
and we would like to express our gratitude for their
assistance.
This year we had three more men become state
certified firefighters. They were Larry Sedgwich,
Carl Torrey and Jeff Williams. This course
entails 106 hours of class work along with training
in the field. This is a great asset for the
community.
The fire station has been utilized by the local
chapter of TOPS [Take Off Pounds Sensibly], the
Community Action Cheese Distribution program, the
Precinct Zoning and Planning Boards, along with
the Commissioners meetings which are held the first
Sunday of each month at 4:00 p.m. Thanks to Walter
and Carole Young. They have made this all possible
by their most generous gift of the building in 1985,
which makes it very confortable for these organi-
zations to meet and function.
The Haverhill Corner Fire Department purchased
another tank truck to assist in carrying water to
fires. We obtained this truck from Woodsville Fire
Department when they updated their equipment. This
truck was purchased by the firemen with the money
raised through various fund raising events. Then,
with a most generous donation from the Pike School
and John and Joan Wolters, the men were reimbursed.
This was a great contribution so that the firemen
can keep their account available for improvements
to the fire station such as finishing off the
firemen's room upstairs. This donation, along
with others throughout the year, make the hours the
men donate all worthwhile. It allows us to buy the
things we need to keep Haverhill Corner a very
effective and efficient fire department. For this
I would like to thank you all.
Respectfully submitted,
MICHAEL LAVOIE, CHIEF
HAVERHILL CORNER FIRE DEPARTMENT
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Interest on Capital Reserve
Interest on Checking Account
Total Receipts
Cash on Hand January 1, 1987
Total Cash Available
TREASURER'S REPORT










Balance on Bond-January 1, 1987
Payment on Bond in 1987
















Cash on Hand December 31, 1987
















PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER
FIRE. LIGHT AND COMMON DEPARTMENT
RECEIPTS
Town of Haverhill [Precinct Tax]
Town of Haverhill [Fire Dept.]
Town of Haverhill [Truck Fund]
Business Profits Tax
Interest on Capital Reserve
Total Receipts
Cash on Hand January 1, 1987
Total Cash Available
TANK TRUCK NOTE
Balance of Note December 31, 1986
Payment on Note in 1987
Balance of Note December 31, 1987
FIRE STATION NOTE
Balance of Note December 31, 1986
Payment on Note in 1987
Balance of Note December 31, 1987
DRAINAGE NOTE
Balance of Note December 31, 1986
Payment on Note in 1987






















Labor and Services 2,579.40
Fire Schools 363.50




Payment on Tank Truck 3,000.00
Interest on Tank Truck 234.65
Warning Lights on Route 10 1,660.00
Payment on Drainage Note 4,500.00
Interest on Drainage Note 299.71
Payment on Fire Station Note 3,000.00
Interest on Fire Station Note 1,320.00
Snow Plowing 495.00
Capital Reserve 11,934.54
Total Fire Department Expenses $ 40,787.77
PRECINCT






Cash on Hand December 31, 1987








PRECINCT OF HAVERHILL CORNER
BALANCE SHEET
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1987
SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
ASSETS
Fixed Assets [Water Department
Fixed Assets [Fire Department]
Cash
Uncollected Water Rents
Capital Reserve [Water Department]























I have audited the reports of Edward Morris,
Treasurer, Precinct of Haverhill Corner, and





Land $ 1,400. 00





Depreciation 51,340.,14 66,849. 60
Services 14,770.,39
Less Reserve for







Depreciated Value [Water Dept.] $ 115,657. 59
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Land $ 25,000. 00
Fire Station 230,704.,59
Less Reserve for
Depreciation 5,946.,70 224,757 .89
Fire Hose and Equ'ipment 40,137.,01
Less Reserve for
Depreciation 14,583.,70 25,553.,31
Fire Truck #1 22,983.,42
Less Reserve for




Depreciated Value [Fire 13ept.] $308,347 .71
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Cocfcined felsnce Sheet - All Fund Types and Account GixupE
Deceicr 31, 1995
ASSETS




Proprietary I\jnd Types Account CtoupB
Enterprise- Enterprise- General General Long-








Due frcni other funds (Nate 5)
Lex] (tbte 6)
tkter distributioo eystem, net (Nate 8)
Machinery tod c<)uifDiait, net (Notes 7 & 8)
Land and lauildiiigs, net (Nate 7)
ArotEit to be provided for retiremait



























Due to other funds (Note 5)
General obligation dd>t payable (Note 9)
Total Liabilities
Fund Equity:












































HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Alan Page, Chairman
Everett Sawyer



























Joanne Mann - Resigned Jan. 13, 1988




Norman H. Mullen - Retired June 30, 1987
Douglas B. McDonald - Effective July 1, 1987
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
Harold J. Haskins
Keith M. Pfeifer - Effective July 1, 1987
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TEACHERS
James R. Morrill Elementary School
Pamela Lewandowski , Principal
Barbara Uresky, Grade 4
Regis Roy, Grade 4
Susan Ash, Grade 5
Karen Aldrich, Grade 5
Deborah Brown, Grade 6
Phyllis Colby, Grade 6
Wendy Mitton, Special Education
Patricia Demers, Title I Aide





Margaret Kleinfelder, Grade 1
Lois Henson, Grade 1
Karolee Henson, Grade 1
Lorraine Tuttle, Grade 2
Nancy Musgrave, Grade 2
Linda Blake, Grade 2
Rosamond Bailey, Grade 3
Jane Stimson, Grade 3
Jennifer Clogston, Special Education
Colette Haywood, Library Aide
Kathleen Labs, Title I Aide




Barbara Krulewitz, English 8
William Ellithorpe, English 7
Lloyd Steeves, Math
Elizabeth Heinemann, Social Studies
Irving Fountain, Phys. Ed. /Science
Jo Ann Winn, Home Economics
Carlos Cutler, Industrial Arts
Robert Lang, Math/Social Studies/Computer
Jennifer Clogston, Special Education





David Robinson, Social Studies










Cheryl Steinmeyer Hulbert, Math
Marylyn Inglesby, Business Education
Joanne Melanson, Business Education
Susan Hehre, Foreign Language
Michael Ackerman, Physical Education
Sylvia Holden, Home Economics
Carlos Cutler, Industrial Arts
Dale Feid, Art
Peter Kapler, Music
Bruce Labs, Special Education
Patsy Demers, Teacher Aide
Damaris Tyler, Music






Christine Chamberland, James R. Morrill Elem.
Helen Rogers, Woodsville Elementary School
Jackie Estes, Haverhill Academy Junior High
Carole Griffin, Woodsville High School
Custodians
Everett Sawyer, James R. Morrill Elementary
Dale Pierson, Woodsville Elementary School
Richard Smith, Haverhill Academy Jr. High
Wayne Dickey, Woodsville High School
Philip Inglis, Woodsville High School
Lunch Program
Jeannie Home, Director, James R. Morrill Elem.
Anna Page, Helper, James R. Morrill Elem.
Barbara Hudson, Director, Woodsville Elem.
Marjorie Paronto, Director, Haverhill Ac. Jr. High
Mary Beth Dickey, Director, Woodsville High
Debra Ebelt, Helper, Woodsville High School
NOTICE
The Haverhill Cooperative School Board will
sit as Supervisors of the Checklist on the fol-
lowing dates
:
March 1, 1988 6:30-8:30 P.M. - James R.
Morrill Elementary
March 5, 1988 1:00-3:00 P.M. - James R.
Morrill Elementary
The checklist used at the School District
Meeting is different from the Town Checklist.
If you have any questions, please call or
visit the office of the Superintendent of Schools
to inquire if your name is on the list, or attend
one of the meetings above.
Haverhill Cooperative School Board
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Annxaal Meeting
Haverhill Cooperative School District
March 24, 1987





B. Peter Gould 1988
James H. Walker, Jr 1989
Richard Kinder 1989
Wayne Fortier 1989
Pursuant to the warrant, the meeting convened at
the gymnasium of the James R. Morrill Elementary
School at 10:00 A.M. on March 24, 1987.
Moderator Karl T. Bruckner called the meeting to
order at 10:00 A.M. for the purpose of acting on
Articles I & II, with action on the retaining
Articles to be deferred until 7:30 P.M. The bal-
lot box was examined and found to be enpty. The
ballot box was locked and the polls were declared
c^3en until 7:00 P.M.
Prior to the opening of the evening session, school
board chairman Alan Page presented Everett Sawyer
with a plaque in appreciation of Mr. Sawyer's years
of service as custodian.
The Moderator called the meeting to order at
7:30 P.M.
ARTICLE I : To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a
Moderator for the ensuing year.
The Moderator annoxmced the results of balloting:
35 votes for Karl Bruckner, 36 votes for Archie
Steenburgh. A small number of votes were cast for
various other individuals. Mr. Bruckner turned
the meeting over to Mr. Steenburgh. Mr. Steenburgh
declined and turned the meeting over to Mr. Bruck-
ner.
ARTIdiE II : To choose by non-partisan ballot, two
manbers of the school board, one frcm the pre-exist-
ing Haverhill School District for a term of three
years; one from the pre-existing Woodsville School
District for a term of three years.
Mr. Bruckner announced the results of balloting:
89 votes for Everett Sawyer for school board member
for the pre-existing Haverhill School District. The
Moderator declared Mr. Sawyer duly elected. 41
votes for Jack Brill for school board member frcm
the pre-existing Woodsville School District. The
Moderator declared Mr. Brill duly elected. Mr.
Bruckner administered the oath of office to Mr.
Sawyer and Mr. Brill.
ARTICLE III : To hear reports of the School Board,
Treasurer and the Superintendent and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
Alan Page made the motion that the minutes of last
year's March 26th meeting be corrected. Article
XIV, Page 136 of the Town Report should indicate
that the motion made by Mrs. Lavoie did not pass.
Mr. Page's motion was seconded by Everett Sawyer.
The motion passed by voice vote. The minutes were
accepted as corrected.
Archie Steenburgh made the motion that the various
other reports be accepted as printed in the Town
Report. Motion seconded by Victor Smith. Motion
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE IV : To see if the District will authorize
the school board to make application for and to
receive in the name of the District, such advances,
grants-in-aid or other funds for educational pur-
poses as may now or hereafter be forthcoming frcm
the United States government, the State of New
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Haitpshire or any other federal, state or private
sources
.
Susan Hehre made a motion in favor of the Article.
Mr. McKelvey seconded the motion. Motion passed
imanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE V : To see if the District will vote to
authorize the application of any unanticipated
incone to expenses.
Archie Steenburgh made a motion in favor of the
Article. Don Miller seconded the notion. Motion
passed unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE VI : To see if the District will vote to
allocate to the Capital Reserve Fund an amount
equal to 50% of the unencumbered balance for the
fiscal year 1986-87, said amount not to exceed
$10,000.00.
Alan Page made a motion in favor of the Article.
Peter Gould seconded the motion. There was dis-
cussion of the amount currently in the Capital
Reserve Fund. Motion passed unanimously by voice
vote.
ARTICLE VII : To see if the District will vote to
restore the physical education programs in grades
1-6 and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 to fund this program.
The Moderator noted that this Article does not
appear in the warrant in the Town Report because
it was added by petition after the Town Report had
been sent to the printer.
Paula Reynolds made a motion in favor of the
Article. David Frechette seconded the motion.
Archie Steenbiargh requested that Elementary School
Principal Pamela Lewandowski address the issue.
Ms. Lewandowski noted that of all the itans cut
from the budget last year, the lack of a physical
education program has had the greatest effect on
students. The principal and teachers favor re-
instating the program.
Gary Elliott asked if reinstating the program
would require another teacher. Answer in the
affirmative.
Robert Fillion asked v*iy the $20,000.00 was not
included in ithe budget. Alan Page explained that
the school board felt last year's action indicated
the taxpayers' unwillingness to fund the program.
Accordingly, the school board did not include
funding in the new budget.
Muffin Lyons spoke in favor of physical fitness
and expressed concern over the possibility of
losing tuition students if the program is not
available. Dr. Lyons moved the Article. Seconded
by Steve Whalen. Motion to move the Article pass-
ed by voice vote.
Motion by Mrs. Reynolds to restore the physical
education program in grades 1-6 and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000 to fund this
program passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE VIII : To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,334,394.12 to
fund cost items relative to teachers' salaries and
other fringe benefits for the 1987-88 school year,
which are the result of a collective bargaining
agreement agreed to between the Haverhill Coopera-
tive School Board and the Haverhill Cooperative
Education Association.
The Moderator explained that the collective bar-
gaining agreement referred to in Article VIII is
the agreanent currently in place for existing
contracts. The amount specified in Article VIII
would fund teachers' salaries at their present
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level and does not include any amount for salaries
and benefits that are now being negotiated for the
coming year.
Peter Gould made the motion to add $20,000 to the
amount requested in Article VIII to include the
funding approved in Article VII. Discussion.
Motion withdrawn.
There was brief discussion of the on-going nego-
tiations for teachers' contracts. Mr. Gould
noted that the voters will be informed of the
outcome of the negotiations at a later date.
Peter Gould made the motion to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,334,394.12 to fimd cost items
relative to teachers' salaries and other fringe
benefits for the 1987-88 school year. Motion
seconded by Wayne Fortier. Motion passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE IX : To see vdiat sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries of school
district officers and agents and enployees, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the
District.
Wayne Fortier made the motion to raise and ap-
propriate $1,232,247.23 for items specified in
Article IX. Everett Sawyer seconded the motion.
Discussion.
Tony Smith moved to amend the motion to add $1,200
for the sole purpose of paving the bus loading
area in front of the gymnasium at Woodsville
Elementary School. Motion seconded by Paul Hunt.
Discussion. Motion to amend failed by voice vote.
Ray Lawrence requested an explanation of SAU
budget increases. Mr. Kinder explained the SAU
assessment and noted that a second assistant
superintendent has been recommended for the
Lincoln/Woodstock area. Mr. Kinder referred the
voters to the SAU Study Committee Report printed in
the Town Report.
The motion to raise and appropriate $1,232,247.23
for items specified in Article IX passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE X : To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support
of schools, for the salaries of the school district
officials and agents and for the payment of statu-
to2ry obligations of said District and to authorize
the application against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received from the State
Foiondation Aid and Building Aid Funds together with
the income; the school board to certify to the
selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue
and appropriations, in accordance with the formula
adopted by the Haverhill Cooperative School Dis-
trict; and the school board further to certify to
the selectanen the amount to be raised by taxation
by each of the two pre-existing school districts.
Said amount to include Article VIII and Article IX.
Alan Page made the motion to raise and appropriate
$2,586,641.35 for support of the schools. MDtion
seconded by Peter Gould. Motion passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE XI : To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting.
Homer May, member of the SAU Study Contdttee, spoke
about the findings of the Committee and expressed
frustration over being unable to do an accurate
cost analysis for single SAU's. Mr. May made the
motion that the Haverhill Cooperative School Dis-
trict vote to approve withdrawal from the SAU.
The Moderator ruled the motion out of order because
the voters had not been warned, noting that an item
having such serious irtpact on the voters should be
placed on the warrant.
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Robert Pillion objected to the Moderator's naling.
The Moderator asked the voters to indicate their
pleasure with regard to his ruling. Voice vote
indicated the majority favored the Moderator's
ruling.
Mr. May made the motion that a continuing study
camdttee be appointed and given the authority to
get critical information to do a cost analysis
of a separate SAU for the Haverhill Cooperative
School District. Motion seconded by Jane Frechette
Mr. May ejcplained his reasons for making the motion.
Discussion.
Archie Steenburgh noted there is already a Study
Canmittee in place and questioned the need for
appointing another study caimittee. Paula Reynolds,
Chairman of the SAU Study Ccrardttee, further ex-
plained the work of the Study Cccnmittee and noted
that Mr. May's feelings do not reflect the feelings
of the majority of the Study Caimittee matibers.
Mr. Gould noted that the school board has accepted
the SAU Stu(^ Camittee's report and decided that
it is in the best interest of the Town of Haverhill
to stay in the SAU because the cost of withdrawing
and operating as a single unit is still unknown.
Mr. Gould has been given school board approval to
vrork with the Study Ccnmittee and they are hoping
more in-depth information will be available by
next year. Alan Page suggested the present Study
Ccnmittee continue as is.
Paul Hunt made the motion to amend Mr. May's motion
to state that the present Stu(^ Ccnmittee will con-
tinue for one more year. Motion seconded by Victor
Smith. Motion to amend passed by voice vote.
Further discussion. Susan Hehre expressed her
feeling that the SAU is too far removed and in-
accessible. The Moderator noted that the SAU is
regulated by statute and any changes would have to
ccme through legislation.
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Jane Frechette suggested that the Stutty Ccnmittee
be ejcpanded to include board members and educators.
The Moderator noted that the Ccnmittee can be ex-
panded without a motion.
Vote on Mr. May's motion that a study ccnmittee be
appointed and given the authority to get critical
information to do a cost analysis of a separate
SAU for the Haverhill Cooperative School District -
motion passed (as amended by motion of Paul Hunt)
by voice vote.
Mr. Sawyer thanked the school board, the adminis-
tration and the p\±)lic for the plaque presented to
him prior to the opening of the meeting.
The Moderator suggested that the meeting be recess-
ed until negotiations for teachers' salaries and
benefits have concluded.
Dick Guy asked about the status of the study of
Haverhill Academy Jimior High buildings. Mr. Gould
responded that Mr. Roy will be reporting to the
school board in J^ril.
Alan Page made the motion to recess the meeting
until Jvme 4, 1987 at 7:30 P.M. at the James
Morrill Elementary School. " Motion seconded by Mr.
Gould.
Dick Guy asked if figures approved at this meeting
can be modified at a subsequent meeting. The
Moderator stated the question will be referred to
legal counsel.
Motion to recess until June 4, 1987, 7:30 P.M. at
the James Morrill Elementary School passed by voice
vote.
The meeting recessed at 8:50 P.M.
Respectfully submitted
Joanne K. Mann, Clerk
Haverhill Cooperative School
MINUTES - 1987 MEETING
James R. Morrill Elementary School
North Haverhill, NH, June 4, 1987
The recessed meeting of March 24, 1987 recon-
vened at the gymnasium of the James R. Morrill
Elementary School on June 4, 1987.
Moderator Karl T. Bruckner called the meeting
to order at 7:34 P.M.
Peter Gould made the motion that the meeting
adjourn. Mr. Gould explained that the March 24th
meeting had been recessed in hopes of reaching an
agreement with teachers by this date. Negotia-
tions are still continuing and the school board
expects to have a written report from the fact
finder on or about June 15th. Mr. Gould noted
that when the fact finder's report is received, it
either has to be accepted or rejected. It cannot
be amended.
Barbara Uresky seconded the motion to adjourn.
The Moderator explained the motion, noting
that if the motion passes, the annual meeting
will end. The school board will then have to
call a special meeting when they reach an agree-
ment with the teachers.
Ed Young questioned the possibility of recess-
ing rather than adjourning. Mr. Bruckner explain-
ed the pros and cons of recessing vs. adjourning.
Mr. Gould noted that once the fact finder's
report is received, it must remain confidential
for 10 days, unless both parties agree to waive
the waiting period.
Archie Steenburgh asked what happens if the
fact finder's report is rejected. The Moderator
explained that negotiations would have to start
over again. Mr. Steenburgh also asked if amounts
approved for teachers ' salaries at the March 24th
meeting include step increments. Answer in the
affirmative.
Jane Frechette asked for an explanation of the
process of notifying the public of meetings. Mr.
Bruckner explained
.
Motion to adjourn passed unanimously by voice
vote. The meeting adjourned at 7:41 P.M.
Respectfully submitted.




Vice-president of the United States George Bush came to Woodsville High
School to visit students prior to the primary election. Here, he poses for
photographs with students in the library.
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SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Haverhill Cooperative
School District qualified to vote in the Haverhill
Cooperative School District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James R.
Morrill Elementary School gymnasium. North Haverhill,
NH on the 17th day of Jterch 1988, pDlls to open for
the election of District Officers at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon and to close not earlier than 7 o'clock
in the afternoon, with action on the remaining
articles in this warrant to be taken coitimaicing at
7:30 o'clock in the afternoon.
ARTICLE 1: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a
Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: To choose by non-partisan ballot, two
members of the school board, one from
the pre-existing Haverhill School
District for a term of three years;
one from the pre-existing Woodsville
School District for a term of three
years
.
ARTICLE 3: To hear reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees, or Officers chosen, and
pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to
authorize the School Board to make
application for, to receive and ac-
cept on behalf of the School District
such advances , grant-in-aid , or any
other funds for educational purposes
as may now or hereafter be available
or forthcoming from the United States
Government, the State of New Hamp-
shire, or any of its municipalities,
or any other state or federal agency
and to expend the same in accordance
with RSA 198:20-b (Supp.).
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to
authorize the application of any
unanticipated income to expenses.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the District will vote to
allocate to the Capital Reserve Fund
an amount equal to 50% of the unen-
cumbered balance for the fiscal year
1987-88.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the District will vote to
amend Article 3 of the Articles of
Agreement between the pre-existing
school districts of Haverhill and Woods-
ville. "The Haverhill Cooperative
School District shall be responsible
for grades K-12. Grades 7 and 8 shall
be at Haverhill, utilizing the present
Haverhill Academy buildings. Grades
9-12 shall be at Woodsville using the
present Woodsville High School facili-
ties. Elementary schools shall be lo-
cated at Woodsville (Woodsville Elemen-
tary) and in North Haverhill (Morrill
Elementary) . The grade level of those
schools shall be, grades K-3 at the
Woodsville Elementary School and 4-6 at
the Morrill Elementary School."
ARTICLE 8: To see if the District will vote to
withdraw the sum of $25,000. from the
Capital Reserve fund and appropriate
this sum for Architect and/or consult-
ant fees for Architectural/Engineering
Study of the buildings owned by the
Haverhill Cooperative School District.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the District will raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000. to con-
duct an inspection for friable and non-
friable asbestos and to develop a man-
agement plan in accord with the Asbes-
tos Hazard Emergency Act of 1986 and
the regulations of The Environmental
Protection Agency.
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ARTICLE 10: To see if the District will raise and
appropriate the sum of $231,633. to
fund cost items relative to teachers'
salaries and fringe benefits for the
1988-89 school year, which are the
result of a collective bargaining
agreement agreed to between the
Haverhill Cooperative School District
and the Haverhill Cooperative Educa-
tion Association/NEA and which re-
present the negotiated increase over
the 1987-88 salaries and fringe bene-
fits.
ARTICLE 11: To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools; for the
salaries of school district officials,
employees and agents, other than in-
creases in teachers' salaries and
fringe benefits, and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the
District, and to authorize the ap-
plication against said appropriation
such sums as are estimated to be re-
ceived from the State Foundation Aid
and Building Aid Funds together with
other income; the School Board to
certify to the Selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenues and
appropriations, in accordance with
the formula adopted by the Haverhill
Cooperative School District; and the
School Board further to certify to
the Selectmen the amount to be raised
by taxation by each of the two pre-
existing school districts.
ARTICLE 12: To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands this 15th day of
February, 1988.
Alan Page































2190 Other Support Services
2213 Instructional Staffing Training
2221 Supervision of Media Services
2222 School library Services
2223 Audio-Visual Services
2311 Office of the Sdx»l Board
2312 Clerk of tlie Board Sendees (Census)





2321 Office of Superintendent
2330 Special Area Adm Service
2410 Office of the Principals
2490 Graduation
2520 Fiscal Services
2542 Operation of Buildings
2543 Care & Upkeep of Grounds
2544 Care & H)keep of Equipment




Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1986-87 1986-87 1987-68 1988-69
1,164,458.57 1,138.125.28 1,425,356.00 1,662,455.00
172,690.00 149,823.25 182,010.00 262,553.00
32,000.00 30,834.94 35,000.00 35,000.00
17,612.00 31,647.04 37,168.00 45,819.00
3,726.97 3,713.00
150.00 150.00 100.00
38,834.14 38.094.98 53,248.00 60,571.00
1,200.00 4.032.87 1,200.00 2,500.00
23.536.93 25,084.07 31,380.00 35,812.00
2,500.00 2,515.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
2,376.72 1,000.00
900.00 50.00 900.00 900.00
3,000.00 2,659.35 5,000.00 5,000.00
50,963.00 52,084.% 56,143.00 59,836.00
7.264.72 4,909.67 6.825.00 8,442.00
8.860.88 5,231.88 8,775.00 6,590.00
9.554.00 10,880.85 10,698.77 10,943.00
700.00 700.00 700.00 700.00
2.302.00 3,010.56 2,173.00 2,183.00
752.00 652.61 1.205..00 934.00
6.000.00 2.983.45 6.000.00 3,500.00
2,500.00 2,100.00 2,500.00 2,750.00
3,400.00 5,082.65 3,000.00 1,000.00
130,513.66 130,513.66 154,937.53 185,932.00
22,507.00 61,022.17 50,000.00 50,000.00
176,419.00 169,721.21 186,685.30 204,%3.00
1,800.00 2,698.43 3,500.00 3.350.00
12,701.00 12,000.00 14,031.75 17,850.00
271,501.00 295.920.73 258.532.00 267,473.00
4,200.00 3.628.41 5.100.00 4,100.00
7,000.00 7.378.96 10.230.00 9,000.00








4300 Architecture & Eiiglneerlng
5000 Debt Service
Deficit Appropriation
5250 Transfer to capital revenue
TCriAL
Budgeted Bcpendltune Adopted Proposed
1986-87 1986-67 1987-88 1988-89
77,750.00 89,270.80 95,500.00 95,500.00
724.20 1,275.00 1,275.00
10,798.06 10,165.20 12,400.00 11,000.00
78.000.00 112,175.95 95,000.00 109,979.00




















440 Kepalrs & Maintenance
522 T.lablHty Tnsiiranre
561 niltlon to L.E.A.'s In N.H.












Budgeted Expenditure Adapted Proposed
1986-87 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89
889,559.55 876,035.65 1,083,485.00 1,269,051.00
12,000.00 13,342.01 15,000.00 15,000.00
78,634.94 78.590.06 118,955.00 138,453.00
1,200.00
6,000.00 9,035.00 9,700.00 12,003.00
8,896.00 6,821.47 6,718.00 12,003.00
64,493.08 63,798.73 78,178.00 96,366.00
3,800.00 39.55 3,710.00 3,815.00
17,000.00 17,000.00 15,500.00 15,500.00
1,743.00 632.08 1,770.00 1,770.00
575.00 -O-
3.700.00 3,428.97 3,700.00 -0-
1,440.00 1,153.40 1,440.00 1,440.00
29,858.00 27,862.58 37,500.00 41,250.00
30,368.00 29,8%.38 31,000.00 36,500.00
3,337.00 2,384.61 3.500.00 3,500.00
6,790.00 4,051.36 8,000.00 5,510.00
5,214.00 3,791.43 7,200.00 8,864.00
1,050.00 262.00 -0- 230.00
1,164,458.57 1,138,125.28 1,425,356.00 1,662,455.00
60,786.00 60,774.34 80.138.00 99,601.00
500.00 338.00 280.00 350.00
149
1200 Special Education (cont.)
211 Health Insurance
21A Woiknen's Conpensatlon




AAO Repairs & Maintenance
561 Tuition to L.E.A.'s In N.H.







752 Replacement of Rimlture
Total 1200
1300 Vocational Programs
562 TXiltion to L.E.A.'s Outside N.H.
Total 1300





AOO.OO 679.00 744.00 980.00
466.00
547.00 442.46 642.00 856.00
4,278.00 4,395.22 5,930.00 7,482.00
300.00 340.00 350.00
60.00 60.00 -0-





792.00 569.02 900.00 1,400.00
1,728.00 2,141.72 2,000.00 1,070.00
60.00 49.50 189.00 225.00





32,000.00 30,834.94 35,000.00 35,000.00
32,000.00 30,834.94 35,000.00 35,000.00
150
Budgeted Expenditure Mopted Proposed
1986-87 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89
1400 Co-Ourrloobir Actlvltlies
110 Salaries 6,636.00 17,078.50 27,071.00 31,383.00
214 Wbrkmen's Con()ensatlon 170.00 65.00
222 Teacher's Retirement 67.53 100.00
230 F.I.C.A. 482.00 1,221.10 2,003.00 2,351.00
260 Unenplqynent Can|>ensatlon 100.00 100.00 20.00
270 Riltlon Relnfcursement
330 Pupil Services 280.00 280.00 280.00
390 Other Purdiased Services-officials 4,000.00 5,936.55 7,000.00 7.000.00
452 Rental of Equipment 165.00 165.00 -0-
522 Liability Insurance 100.00 100.00 -0-
532 Postage 44.00 87.00 50.00
580 Staff Travel 1,000.00 449.65 450.00
610 Supplies 2,298.00 2,762.46 2,850.00
742 Replacement Equipment 1,481.00 3,461.25 370.00








110 Salaries 2,475.00 2,500.00
214 Vfoiknsn's Conpensation 25.00 25.00
230 ncA 176.97 188.00
320 Instructional Iin)rDveinent 1,050.00 l.UOU.OO



















810 Dues & Fees
Total 2120
2125 Kecord Maintenance Services




















12,854.88 32,850.65 44,711.00 49,875.00
1,057.00 1,110.96 2,603,00 4,041.00
200.00 334.00 445,00 499.00
410.00 252,% 250,00 451,00
2,382.16 2,348,81 3,309,00 3,745,00
140.00 115,00 115,00
500.00 250,00 200,00 250.00
110.00 104,20 110,00 125,00
225.00 787,60 250,00 700,00
460,00 30,00 710,00 400,00






1,200.00 4,032.87 1,200.00 2,500.00































1.246.00 1,476.39 1,999.00 2,325.00
80.00 140.00 140.00
700.00 476.50 700.00 600.00
240.00 240.00 240.00 280.00
100.00 90.00 100.00 100.00
45.00 -0-
275.00 251.20 275.00 275.00























2190 Other Support Services
310 Assenblles 900.00 50.00 900.00 900.00
Total 2190 900.00 50.00 900.00 900.00
-E-
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Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1986-fl7 1986-87 1987-68 1988-89
2213 Instructional Staff Tralniiig
270 Course Relnburscment 3,000.00 2,659.35 5,000.00 5,000.00
Total 2213 3,000.00 2,659.35 5,000.00 5,000.00
2221 Supervision of hfedla Services
110 Salaries 43,178.00 41,864.47 49,221.00 52,454.00
120 Substitutes 380.00 100.00 100.00
211 Health Insurance 3,986.00 6,082.21 1,301.00 1,497.00
214 Hbrker's Conpensatlon 260.00 429.00 450.00 529.00
221 State Eetiranent - Non-teadiers 580.00
222 Teacher's Retirement 258.00 158.84 769.00 267.00
230 F.I.C.A. 3,131.00 3,020.44 3,642.00 3,939.00






Total 2221 50,963.00 59,836.00
2222 School Idbraty Services
610 Supplies 726.00 146.77 750.00 850.00
630 Books 4,235.00 2,983.83 4,500.00 5,182.00
640 Periodicals 1,500.00 1,658.17 1,500.00 1,650.00
741 Additional Equipment 208.15 120.90 75.00 760.00
742 Keplacenent Equipment 595.57 -0-.
Total 2222 7,264.72 4,909.67 6,825.00 8,442.00
2223 Audio-Visual Services





1,300.00 512.73 1,300.00 915.00
1,875.00 1,081.00 1,806.00 1,255.00
3,701.00 2,574.25 1,369.00 1,870.00
1,024.88 444.95 2,950.00 1,200.00
960.00 618.95 1,350.00 1,350.00
Total 2223 8,860.88 5,231.88 8,775.00 6,590.00
-*•-
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810 Dues & Fees
Total 2311
2312 Clerk of the Board Services
370 Census Taker
Total 2312














































1,065.00 1,065.00 1,172.00 1,172.00
9.00 11.00 9.00 12.00
78.00 76.12 87.00 87.00
5.00 12.00
400.00 121.80 150.00 150.00














Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
1986-67 1986-67 1987-88 1988-89
300.00 400.00 300.00 400.00
4.00 3.00 4.00
22.00 28.61 22.00 30.00
250.00 160.00 700.00 400.00
180.00 60.00 180.00 100.00
752.00 652.61 1,205.00 934.00
2315 Legal Services











390 Purchased Professional Services
Total 2317
2318 Staff ReJatlons & Negotiations
390 Purchased Professional Services
Total 2318
2,500.00 2,100.00 2,500.00 2,750.00
2,500.00 2,100.00 2,500.00 2,750.00
3,400.00 5,082.65 3,000.00 1,000.00
3,400.00 5,082.65 3,000.00 1,000.00
2321 Office of Superintendent
351 S.A.U. Services
Total 2321





















Budgeted Eiq)endlture Adopted Proposed
Office of the Principal Services
1986-87 1986-67 1987-68 1988-89
2410
110 Salaries 130,482.00 126,976.38 141,412.00 155,707.00
120 Tenporary Salaries 100.00 78.50 100.00 100.00
211 Health Insurance 13,144.00 12,284.86 9,667.00 13,022.00
21A Vforlcer's Ccnpensatlon 951.00 1,290.00 1,361.00 1,567.00
221 State Fetiranent - non-teacher 342.00 230.23 350.00 234.00
77? Teachers' RetlrenKiit 1,262.00 750.68 673.00 1,209.00
230 F.I.C.A. 9,460.00 9,043.08 10,073.00 11,692.00
260 Uhenployment Ccopensatlon 600.00 435.00 483.00
270 tViltlon Relnbursement 600.00 638.00 750.00 750.00
W) Repairs & Maintenance 1,870.00 754.01 1,870.00 1,750.00
523 ndeUty Bond 300.00 88.20 300.00 120.00
531 Telephone 7,000.00 7,985.78 8,000.00 8,000.00
532 Postage 1,200.00 1,026.88 1,250.00 1,150.00
y,o Advertising 180.00 351.00 240.00 350.00
550 Printing 3.175.00 2,345.90 3,175.00 2,700.00
580 Staff Travel 900.00 639.48 900.00 900.00
610 Supplies 600.00 1,447.00 600.00 850.00
630 Books 46.48 -O-
7A1 Additional Riulpmsnt 2,000.00 1,625.00
742 Replacement of Equlnnent 2,300.00 1,866.75 1,262.50 -0-
752 Replacement of Rimlture 100.00 -0-
810 Dues & Fees 1,953.00 1,878.00 2,166.80 2,754.00
Total 2410 176,419.00 169,721.21 186,685.30 204,963.00
2490 Other Support Services
390-1 AssenbUes 600.00 600.00
390 Graduation 1,800.00 2,698.43 2,900.00 2,750.00
Total 2490 1,800.00 2,698.43 3,500.00 3,350.00
-I-
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Budgeted Expenditure Adopted Proposed
Fiscal Services
1986-87 1986-67 1987-88 1988-89
2520
390 Other Purdiased Services 11,991.00 12,000.00 13.881.75 17,850.00
523 Fidelity Bond 300.00 150.00 -0-




12,701.00 12,000.00 14,031.75 17,850.00
2542 Operation of Buildings
110 Salaries 59,404.00 59.685.98 60,996.00 70,905.00
120 Temporary Salaries 2,000.00 5,619.10 2,000.00 2,000.00
130 Overtime Salnrles 7,000.00 4,524.19 7,000.00 5,000.00
211 Health Insurance 8,450.00 10,979.34 12,603.00 17,662.00
214 Hbrkmen's Condensation 550.00 709.00 700.00 722.00
221 State Petlrement - non-teacliers 1,127.00 744.74 1,793.00 2,304.00
230 F.I.C.A. 4,307.00 5.034.90 5,180.00 5,925.00
260 Unerployment Conpensatlon 500.00 350.00 350.00
420 Water & Sewer 8,860.00 9,454.77 9,600.00 9,600.00
431 Disposal Service 3.000.00 3.385.25 4.800.00 4,800.00
440 Repairs & ^fadntenance 5,425.00 2,635.09 15,000.00 7,000.00
441 Electrlral Repairs 3,500.00 3,522.88 3,580.00 3,500.00
443 Plunblng 9,000.00 16,640.16 8.500.00 4,500.00
445 Building Exterior 25,600.00 40,394.80 -0-
446 Building Interior 9,550.00 12,143.74 1,450.00 4,000.00
521 Property Insurance 18,300.00 16,558.80 19,780.00 22,000.00
580 Staff Travel 79.96 100.00
610 Supplies 12,928.00 13,100.09 13,000.00 13,000.00





25A2 Operation & Ifaintenance of Plant Sendees (cont.)
653 Oil 56,000.00
657 Bottled Gas 3,000.00
741 Additional Equipnent
742 Keplacenent Bquipnent 3,000.00
752 Eeplacement Rimiture .
Total 2542
2543 Care & Upkeep of Grounds
432 Snow Plowing
440 Repair & Maintenance



























Total 2543 4,200.00 3,628.41 5,100.00 4,100.00
2544 Care & IJpkeep of Equipment










Total 2544 7,000.00 7,378.96 10,230.00 9,000.00
2545 Vehicle Operation & Maintenance
440 Repairs & Maintenance
522 Auto Liability Insurance
610 Supplies
656 Gasoline
742 Replacement of Equipment
300.00 804.49 400.00 550.00
650.00 827.00 650.00 900.00
11.18 25.00
650.00 350.57 650.00 350.00
Total 2545 1,600.00 1,993.24 1,700.00 1,825.00
-K-
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2552 Pupil Transportation Sendees
513 Pupil Transportation
Total 2552













77,750.00 89.270.80 95,500.00 95,500.00
724.20 1,275.00 1,275.00
724.20 1,275.00 1,275.00












110 Salaries 32,980.00 42,804.14 50.251.00 54,340.00
120 Substitutes 1,486.78 1,200.00 1,200.00
214 WbrtonEii's Conpensation 450.00 513.00 553.00
230 F.I.C.A. 2,640.00 3,166.78 3,790.00 4,080.00
260 Unenployment Conpensation -0- 466.00 481.00
390 Other Purchased Services (Data Processing) 1,400.00 1,625.00
440 Repair & Maintenance 1,0%. 13 100.00
523 Fidelity Bond Premium 100.00 80.00 100.00 100.00
590 Staff Travel 763.00 440.00 440.00
610 Supplies 1,554.00 2.742.48 1,554.00 2,000.00
620 Food 40,641.00 48,742.31 36,601.00 45,000.00
160
2560 Fcxxi Services (cxmt.)
741 Additional Equlpraent
742 Feplaceraent Equipment




















340 Staff Riyslcals 500.00 233.50 500.00 400.00
Total 2645 500.00 233.50 500.00 400.00
2649 Staff Services
224 Retlrenent - Teachers
225 Accrued liability - Non-Teadiers
226 Accrued Liability - Teachers
-0- -O-
10.00 9.00 10.00 10.00
1,600.00 1,552.44 1,600.00 1,600.00
Total 2649 1,610.00 1,561.44 1,610.00 1,610.00
4300 Architecture & Ihglneerlng
490 Architect Fees 804.50
Total 4300 804.50
5000 Other Outlays Dd)t Services
590 Misc. Debt Purdiase
830 Redenption of Principal













Total 5000 30,490.00 30,390.00 28,850.00 27,310.00
-M-
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-0- 10,000.00 -0- -O-
-0- 10,000.00 -0- -0-
51,102.04 51,102.04 -0- -O-













1000 Revenue From Local Services
3000
1211 Current Appropriation
1311 Tuition from Pupils, Parents
1312 Tuition from other LEA's in N.H,
1313 Tuition from out of State
1321 Summer School Tuition
1351 Driver Education Tuition
1510 Interest on Investments
1600 Food Service Sales
1711 Athletic Events
1910 Rentals
1990 Other Misc Revenues
5250 Transfer from Capital Reseirve Fund
Revenue From State Services
3110 Foundation Aid
3210 School Building Aid





3810 Business Profits Tax









































































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS' SALARIES
Section 5, Chapter 243, Laws of 1953 of the State
of New Hampshire requires that school district
annual reports show the total amount paid to the
superintendent and assistant superintendents.
One-half of the School Administrative Unit
expense is prorated among the several school dis-
tricts of the Unit on the basis of adjusted valu-
ation. One-half is prorated on the basis of av-
erage daily membership in the schools for the
previous school year ending June 30. The Super-
intendent of S.A.U. #23 during the 1987-88 school
year will receive a salary of $55,000,00 prorated
among the several school districts. The Assistant
Superintendents will receive salaries of $44,086.00
and $43,000.00 prorated among the several school
districts.
The table below shows the proration of sal-











































































Payroll Deductions and Withholdings
Total Liabilities
Reserve for Special Purposes
Unreserved Fund Balance
Total Fund Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Acct. Special Food Capital
No. General Revenue Service Reserve
100 99,651.28 108.23 12,750.42 13,759.08
130 10,000.00
140 23,471.11 707.25 6,627.00
150 478.17 84.15
180 27,310.00
150,910.56 815.48 19,461.57 23,759.08







760 2,902.30 815.48 19,461.57 23,759.08
770 74,475.17
77,377.47 815.48 19,461.57 23,759.08
150,910.56 815.48 19,461.57 23,759.08
STATEMENT OF REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1987



















Regular Day School Tuition
Pupils, Parents & Other Sources
Other lea's Within New Hampshire
























41,930.13 3,,100,.00 58,321.00 2,105.17
2,088,559.02 3,,100,.00 58,321.00 2,105.17












evenue in Lieu of Taxes
Business Profits Tax
Gas Tax Refunds


















For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1987
Acct. Special Food Capital
Description No. General Revenue Service Reserve
Revenue From Federal Sources
Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid from the
Federal Government Through the State 4200 99.12
Restricted Grants-in-Aid From the Federal
Governement Through the State
Vocational Education (Sub-Part 2) 4430 6,461.60
Vocational Education 4440 636.15
Child Nutrition Programs 4460 ____ 35,545.00
TOTAL RESTRICTED GRANTS-IN-AID FROM
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THROUGH THE STATE 7,097.75 35,545.00
Revenue in Lieu of Taxes 4800 2,270.70
TOTAL REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES 2,369.82 7,097.75 35,545.00
Fund Transfers
Transfer From General Fund 10,000.00
Transfer From Capital Reserve Fund 5250 25,000.00
Total Other Sources 25,000.00 10,000.00
TOTAL REVENUE 2,422,495.05 10,197.75 97,774.00 12,105.17
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GENERAL FUND: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Elementary
For the Year Ended June 30, 1987
FUNCTION
200 300,400,500
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800
No. Salaries Benefits Services Siapplies Property Other TOTAL
1100 312,276.30 53,684.02 40.00 24 ,802.98 432,,21 10.00 391,245.51
1200 32,370.84 5,270.74 49,002.35 979.18 87,623.11
2120 1,519.55 989.78 2,509.33




2220 14,257.57 5,765.36 603.25 2 ,152.15 363,.22 23,141.55
2310 2,330.02 235.58 7,270.83 197.67 1,486.53 11,520.63
2320 62,646.56 62.646.56
2330 29,290.64 29,290.64
2400 40,287.65 6,543.94 3,277.22 555.07 636,.00 330.00 51,629.88
2520 5,760.00 5,760.00
2540 29,087.24 7,163.44 66,192.55 39 ,130.19 73,.11 141,646.53
2550 38,349.48 38,349.48














Operation & Maint. & Plant
Pupil Transportation
Managerial
TOTAL 440,531.92 82,074.66 268,048.70 68,944.65 1,589.68 1,826.53 863,016.14
168
GENERAL FUND: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Junior High
For the Year Ended June 30, 1987
Function
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800
No. Salaries Benefits Services Supplies Property Other TOTAL
1100 187,020.66 32,103.19 558.00 12,901.07 1,716.88 5.00 234,304.80
1200 5,870.16 1,450.62 25,813.50 427.97 98.90 33,661.15
1400 3,256.73 273.71 686.75 157.48 49.35 4,424.02
2120 9,637.65 861.25 1,025.38 112.76 11,637.04
2130 5,362.50 728.73 274.40 55.92 35.64 6,457.19
2140 20.00 20.00
2210 126.15 126.15
2220 6,981.90 1,681.13 187.57 520.93 411.68 9,783.21
2310 854.59 70.15 2,798.86 102.44 604.67 4,430.71
2320 22,187.32 22,187.32
2330 10,373.77 10,373.77
2400 35,944.23 9,380.79 1,565.53 389.28 220.00 47,499.83
2520 2,040.00 2,040.00
























GENERAL FUND: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - High
For the Year Ended June 30, 1987
FUNCTION
200 300,400,50C)
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800
No. Salaries Benefits Services Supplies Property Other TOTAL
1100 390,080.70 72,497.60 21,616.45 22,439.52 5,693.70 247.00 512,574.97
1200 22,871.34 4,164.73 25.00 1,353.09 124.83 28,538.99
1300 184.94 30,650.00 30,834.94
1400 16,296.77 1,386.89 6,808.45 2,604.98 3,411.90 441.00 30,949.99
2120 23,213.00 3,185.48 1,197.20 385.80 27,981.48




2220 21,005.00 2,244.00 952.91 4,689.94 409.90 29,301.75
2310 1,780.39 184.25 5,692.71 558.95 1,242.48 9,458.78
2320 45,679.78 45,679.78
2330 21,357.76 21,357.76
240U 50,823.00 8,312.12 9,130.50 2,465.56 1,230.75 1,328.00 73,289.93
2520 4,200.00 4,200.00
2540 28,017.92 5,504.37 40,113.59 40,840.03 211.06 114,686.97
2550 45,643.29 45,643.29
















Operation & Maint. & Plant
Pupil Transportation
Managerial
TOTAL 559,450.62 100,114.46 234,954.89 75,512.56 11,159.36 3,258.48 984,450.37
GENERAL FUND: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - District Wide
















SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Elementary
For the Year Ended June 30, 1987
200 300,400,500
Acct. 100 Employee Purchased 600 700 800









SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - Junior High





SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES






Regular Education Programs 1100 8.19
Special Education Programs 1200 5,699.10 423.00
Other Instructional Programs 1400 420.00 141.15
Other Pupils 2190 1,078.50
Improvement of Instruction 2210 202.25 7.05
Pupil Transportation 2550 1,310.40
Total 5,699.10 423.00 3,011.15 156.39






















Acct. 100 Employee Purchased
No. Salaries Benefits Services
600 700 800




TOTAL FOOD SERVICE FUND
23,536.14 1,921.80 1,479.39 27,292.69 529.00 18.00 54,777.02
9,147.55 747.06 572.85 11,573.82 18.00 22,059.28
11,607.23 947.92 1,286.89 12,618.28 8,861.33 18.00 35,339.65
44,290.92 3,616.78 3,339.13 51,484.79 9,390.33 54.00 112,175.95
Transfer to General Fund
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - District Wide
Statement of Expenditures for the Year Ended June 30, 1987
5210 25,000.00 25,000.00
25,000.00 25,000.00


















ALL FUNDS: SUPPLEMENTARY EXPENDITURE INFORMATION
For the Year Ended June 30, 1987
Description Function Object Elementary Junior High High Total
Special Education Services
Tuition to LEA's within N.H.
Tuition to lea's outside N.H.

























STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY








































JUNE 30, 1987 77,377.47 815.48 19,461.57 23,759.08
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Better Homes & Gardens
Conn. Valley Swingers
State of New Hampshire
Better Baked Foods
State of New Hampshire




















































Paid Vendor Charged Amount
10/14/87 Lebanon School District 2150-330 1100-561 19,150.90
8/10/87 IRS 2313-890 742.84
P. Lewandowski 2213-270 494.00
9/1/87 Keith's Sporting Goods 1410-610 520.45
9/23/87 Kenco 2542-610 495.78
9/23/87 Walker Motors 2545-440 188.44
9/23/87 Scruggs Hardware 2542-610 114.99
9/23/87 Oxygen 6i Welding 1100-610 14.85
9/23/87 Brodart 2222-630 21.79
9/23/87 Stateline Sports 1410-741 400.00
9/23/87 M. Kleinfelder 2213-270 22.75
9/23/87 J. Stimson 2213-270 234.00
9/23/87 N . Musgrave 2213-270 224.25
9/23/87 A. Atherton 2213-270 123.50
9/23/87 NHASP 2410-580 60.00
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year
July 1, 1986 to June 30, 1987
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July I, 1986
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received as Income from Trust Funds
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and voters of the Haverhill
Cooperative School District, I submit my first
annual report.
There are many reasons for a town to maintain
quality schools. I believe the most important
is to offer our students an education that will
prepare them for what they will face tomorrow.
The brunt of that responsibility lies with our
teaching staff. It takes dedicated teachers
with an eye to the future to accomplish this
task. It also takes a community, school board
and administration committed to excellence in
education.
Cooperative School District as a teacher and admin-
istrator for 30 years. His cariiig, commitment





Ours is a riipidly changing society. If we in
public education, are to serve you, the citizens
and children of this community, we must try to
keep up with a changing world. We must change
along with society in order that we may continue
to play an important role in the world for which
we prepare our children. It is the schools of
this nation, in close and vital cooperation with
our nation's parents and the community at large,
that will assume the job of educating todays'
children for that world of tommorrow. As your
new superintendent I hope that we can work to-
gether to prepare our children to face that
world armed with the knowledge and the skills
they will need.
Our goal is to provide a quality education
experience for all our students and I hope that
if you have any questions, concerns, problems or
suggestions you will not hesitate to contact us.
In closing I would like to take this opportu-
nity to recognize Donald Evans, Principal of
Woodsville High School who is retiring in June
after serving the children of the Haverhill
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Number of Pupils neither absent nor tardy: 46










































































REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS about it without delay.
I herewith submit my eighteenth annual report
to the voters of the Haverhill Cooperative School
District.
This year health issues are very much the focus
of attention for your schools both locally and
nationally. The emphasis on this area of our
curriculum is threefold. First we are concerned
with child abuse, an issue that has been highlight-
ed locally in recent months. In the fall a well
attended public meeting was held and an excellent
presentation was made by Dr. Anna Salter from
Dartmouth which presented information on the fre-
quency of this problem among school aged children
and the wealth of instructional materials avail-
able. As a result we were able to obtain an ex-
cellent program called "Breaking the Silence:,
which presents the information younger children
need to know in an effective and appropriate
manner
.
A second major area of concern is AIDS educa-
tion. On December 1, 1987 a public meeting was
held and presented by Ms. Laural McKernan, R.N.
,
Dartmouth Medical Center and Tom Mock Instructor
of Psychiatry at the Dartmouth Medical School.
The presentation was entitled AIDS in New Hamp-
shire, Issues for Parents. This presentation
served as the starting point in our efforts to
familiarize our upper grade students (7 through
12) with the few facts that are available about
the AIDS virus. We feel that it is critical that
children in the fourteen to eighteen year old age
group know what the virus is, what it does to
people, how it is spread and most of all how to
avoid it. Elements of this ti^pe of instruction
are on going at the present time in most of our
schools. The prognosis or a cure for this dreaded
disease is not good at the present time but I'm
sure you agree that our children should learn
Drug and alcohol education has received strong
impetus from the Federal government under the Drug
Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986. This
program will provide funding of all of our sSchools
in S.A.U. #23 and will cover a period of up to
three years. Recipients are required to coordi-
nate their efforts with appropriate sJtate and
local drug and alcohol abuse and law enforcement
agencies in order to effectively conduct education,
intervention and referral for the student popula-
tion. In anticipation of receiving this funding
we will be forming a committee composed of indivi-
duals who are parents, teachers, officers of local
government, medical professionals, representatives
of law enforcement and other groups with interest
and expertise in the field of drug education and
prevention. Alcohol and drug related problems have
been a concern of the schools for a long time. I
suspect that our efforts will not result in an
immediate and dramatic turn around of events. I
am certain however that we will have made a good
beginning.
At the end of the present school year Mr. Donald
Evans will be leaving his position as Principal of
Woodsville High School. Don's career at W.H.S.
extends over thirty-one years.
He came to Woodsville in 1957 and served out-
standingly as a Social Studies teacher and a basket-
ball coach.
In 1965 Don assumed the Princlpalship at the
High School, a position that he has held with dis-
tinction for the past twenty-three years. Don
possesses a strong academic background, a keen
intellect, a find sense of humor and a remarkable
insight for what is educationally sound and morally
wholesome for young people.
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Not only has Donald Evans contributed to all
that is fine in the tradition of Woodsville High
School, he has become part of that tradition.
I know you will join me in wishing him the very
best in the future.
My thanks , as always , to the School Board , the
Staff and the voters of the Haverhill School Dis-








JAMES R. MORRILL ELEMENTARY
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT FOR THE 1986-87 SCHOOL YEAR
The start of the 1986-87 school year found many-
things new in the Haverhill Cooperative School
District Elementary Schools. As part of a two year
trial reorganization plan, the grade levels within
the two schools had been redistributed so that the
Woodsville Elementary was now the home for all
kindergarten through third grades while James R.
Morrill housed all fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
New students were in abundance and raised the total
elementary school enrollment from 365 students to
412. Six new teachers joined the teaching staff
for the year. Mrs. Linda Smith assumed the respon-
sibility of one of the kindergarten programs in
place of Mrs. Regina Boucher who was on maternity
leave for the year. In response to increasing
enrollments, an additional second grade was created
and Miss Lorraine Tuttle was hired to fill the new
vacancy. A second opening at the second grade
level was created by Miss Phyllis Colby's transfer
to a sixth grade teaching position and was filled
by Mrs. Linda Blake. Miss Susan Ash joined the
elementary staff to fill the fifth grade position
left vacant by the resignation of Mrs. Joan Sirlin
and Miss Deborah Brown replaced Mr. Arthur
St. George as a sixth grade teacher. Later in the
school year, Mrs. Karolee Henson began a maternity
leave from her position in the first grade and
Mrs. Pamela Braley was hired to take her place.
Among the paraprofessional staff, James R. Morrill
Elementary welcomed Mrs. Mary Ingalls as its li-
brary aide and Mrs. Jan Woods as the Chapter I
teacher, while Woodsville Elementary cheered as
Mrs. Colette Ha3rwood returned to the district and
joined the school's staff as the library aide.
During the school year, the elementary school
teachers and administration continued their efforts
to expand the academic program and to improve the
educational opportunities for the district's chil-
dren. After an extensive review of available text-
book programs, a new language arts series called
the Impressions Program was selected and purchased
for grades one through three. The new program was
based on the whole language instructional approach
which involves students extensively in writing and
reading their own stories and in reading a variety
of literary works including poems, short stories,
and novels. The adoption of this program repre-
sented a major change in the language arts curric-
ulum. In order to improve their knowledge of the
program and to increase their skill in teaching
students through this new approach, many of the
first through third grade teachers attended special
training sessions and courses. A gifted education
grant received by the district provided training
for all teachers in the area of gifted education.
Teachers learned new ways to challenge gifted
students within the regular classroom setting.
The reorganization of the elementary schools
facilitated the implementation of some new activ-
ities within the schools and most noticeably at
the upper elementary level. A student council was
organized at the James R. Morrill School and under
the guidance of the teachers, sponsored a number of
activities within the school including Career Days
which featured speakers representing different
occupations, a winter carnival, school colors day,
and a pizza party contest (the pizzas to go to the
best behaved and most responsible class in the
school) . The student council also established a
school store where students could purchase pencils,
paper, and other supplies. The first annual
science fair was held at James R. Morrill and was
a great success. The six first place winners of
this fair (Sean Hammond, Rhiannon Fernald, Jennifer
Whalen, Celicia Fadden, Gretchen Clough, and
Christopher Antos) went on to represent the school
at the North Country Science Fair in Gorham, New
Hampshire.
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While the 1986-87 school year was primarily one
of new beginnings, it was also a year which brought
a very special ending. On January 31, Everett
Sawyer retired from his position as custodian of
the James R. Morrill Elementary School after more
than 25 years of service to the district. To those
who had the pleasure to work with Everett, he always
was and always will be far more than the man who
kept the school clean. He was and is everyone's
true friend and we all continue to wish him the
very best.
In closing, I would like to thank the adminis-
tration and the school board of the Haverhill
Cooperative School District for their continued
guidance and support for the elementary schools,
the Haverhill Cooperative PTA for its many efforts
and its generosity towards the schools, and the
people of the Haverhill community for their





HAVERHILL ACADEMY JUNIOR HIGH
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
I am pleased to have the opportunity to
submit my first report as a principal of the
Haverhill Academy Junior High School . Having
arrived late in November, it is not possible
to have an absolutely accurate view of the
first few months. However, the first task was
to analyze the California Achievement Test
results (CAT) which shed some light on the
relative health of the school. This is a
battery of tests given to the eighth grade early
in the fall. It is a measure of learning of
the seventh grade year. In relation to antici-
pated achievement, the combined scores were
below what was expected of eight of the ten sub
tests. The difference between the actual achieve-
ment and the anticipated achievement tended to
confirm what many teachers had been saying. That
is, that study skills and attitudes towards learn-
ing needed improvement. It became important,
therefore, to establish well defined standards
and to strengthen the instructional staff. Poor
study skills and attitudes towards learning com-
bined with behavior which was often disruptive
greatly limited progress last year. The choices
for change were clear. We could turn to what is
referred to as a "quick fix" or to more substan-
tive changes which take longer but are of a last-
ing quality. We chose to make more substantive
changes. The organization of the school day was
changed, standards for promotion were established
with the elimination of the concept of social
promotion. Plans were made for program expansion
and more attention to special needs. A more
humanistic approach to student behavior has
slowly taken hold. That is, emphasising individ-
ual responsibility, success, and growth towards
more mature self control. A slow process to be
sure and one which produces some inconsistencies;
but will move students in these transition years
towards a more healthy self image and attitude
towards learning and their ability to achieve.
While these changes will have little effect on
the CAT results in 1987 - 1988, steady improve-
ment should be observable throughout the school
year. The goal is to develop a school which is
characterized by high achievement and one in

















ANTHONY WOODBECK MEMORIAL AWARD IN MATH
Windy Fortier
JOHN DEXTER LOCKE AWARD
(Most Improved 8th Grade Student)
Benjamin Elliott


























































































































TO: Superintendent of Schools, Haverhill Cooperative School District
FROM: Principal, Woodsville High School
I hereby submit my annual report of Woodsville High School for the school
year ending June 21, 1987.




























































Third Honor Joseph Mason
Fourth Honor Don Ingerson
CLASS KiARSHALS
Leanna Hoitt — Shawn Dupuis
COMMENCEMENT AWARDS
CLASS OF 1987
Alumni Attainment Award Don Ingerson
American Legion Award Harold Clough
American Legion Auxiliary Award Sharon Miller
Monica Smith Memorial Award Laurie Walker
Frank G. Woodward Memorial Scholarship John Wright
Haverhill Cooperative Student Trust Award Mary Norcross
Danforth Leadership Award Kenneth Patten
Cohase Lions' Club Scholarships Heather Gibbons
Joseph Mason
National Honor Society Scholarship Don Ingerson
Orcutt Achievement Award Sharon Miller
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Carole & Walter Young Foundation Scholarships
Paul P. Tucker Memorial Scholarship
S/Sgt. James M. Jackson Award (History)




Carl Sawyer Memorial Award
Woodsville Fire Department Scholarship
VJoodsville Enlisted Men's Club Scholarship
Veterans of Foreign Wars Award
Ladies Auxiliary V.F.W. Award
Odd Fellows & Rebecca's Lodges Scholarships
Moosilauke Grange #214 Award
Pythian Sisters Scholarship
Pine Grove Grange Youth Scholarships
Order of the Eastern Star Award
John O. Keyes Masonic Memorial Award
Sons of the American Legion Award
North Haverhill Girls' Club Scholarships
Woodsville Area Booster Club Award
Mary A. Smith Memorial Scholarship
Governor's Scholars Program Award





F.B.L.A. Savings Bond Award
Special Merit Award












































National Merit Commendation Award John Wright
Salutatorian Award Laurie Walker
Valedictorian Award John Wright
As noted in previous annual reports, Woodsville High School is in the process
of implementing the new requirements mandated by the New Hampshire State Board of
Education. These revised standards must be totally in place by September 1989 if
we are to receive the designated status of an "approved" high school.
Although we have made significant progress toward meeting the new minimum
standards, to be in full compliance by September 1989, we must expand our present
industrial arts offerings which will require a substantial increase in funding
to provide for additional supplies and equipment and for the expansion of the
present part-time instructor position to one of full-time status.
Also, the present part-time physical education position must be increased to
allow us to be able to offer two units of instructional credit required by the
"State" and to better meet the needs of our students in this area.
Woodsville High School is also an accreditated member of the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges, Inc. and has been since 1962. To be able to
continue with our "approved comprehensive" status we m.ust indicate to this
association by October 1988 that Woodsville High School is making a conscientious
effort to resolve the following problem areas:
a) Expansion of the present industrial arts curriculum.
b) Provisions for making our buildings accessible for the handicapped.
(Presently, none of our buildings meet this standard)
.
c) Restoration of the full-time custodial position which was reduced to
part-time status as a result of the disastrous "budget cut" of 1986.
In addition to the before-mentioned requirements and needs this administration
must emphasize that our buildings are in much need of attention and repair. Due
to budget restrictions over the years, necessary work and repair to our facilities
have been neglected. VJe are now at that point in time that the citizens of the
Haverhill Cooperative School District must decide to provide adequate funding to
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upgrade the facilities or to look at other alternatives.
Staff changes at Woodsville High School in the fall of 1987 were:
Mrs. Barbara Krulewitz was reassigned to the senior high school from the
junior high school replacing Mrs. Glenda Evans in the English department. In the
music program Ms. Marie Fagnant (vocal) and Mr. David Heintz (instriimental) re-
placed Mr. Peter Kaplar and Ms. Damaris Tyler respectively. Also, Mrs. Jane O'Brien,
a member of our English department, v/as assigned to the position of guidance
counselor filling the vacancy created by the departure of Mr. Timothy Whalen. And,
finally, Mrs. Mary Beaudin, a member of our English department, returned after a
year's leave of absence.
This administrator wishes to extend his appreciation to the following in-
dividuals and groups:
To the teachers, coaches and advisors for their extra time, effort and
leadership given to the school's extracurricular and interscholastic programs.
To the many individuals and organizations who provide each year scholarship
assistance to selected members of each graduating class.
To Carole and Walter Young for their extremely generous scholarship grants to
selected seniors who will be pursuing a college education.
And to the Woodsville Area Booster Club for their continued interest in and
support of our students by providing financial support for programs and services.
As this will be my final report as Principal of Woodsville High School, I wish
to take this opportunity to extend to everyone - students, parents, staff members,
school board members, administrators and support staffs past and present, - my
sincerest appreciation for your understanding and support over the past thirty
years. It has been a wonderful experience for me and a career that I am extremely
proud of.
Thank you very much for making this possible.
Respectfully submitted,
Donald R. Evans, Principal
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
1986-1987
Number of Pupils 855
Number of School Visits 300










Physicals for Sports Participation:





Number Examined and Treated 30
Immunizations
:
Tetanus and Diptheria Boosters: 33
























The 1986-87 school year commenced with the
school health services shared by two part-time
nurses instead of one full-time nurse. Both of us
agree that this arrangement has worked out well,
giving both of us more time in our assigned schools.
In the fall and spring students participating in
sports at the junior high and high school received
physicals at school by Dr. Harry Rowe or privately
with their family physician. Any defects noted
were referred to the parents for follow-up with
their own physician. I wish to thank Dr. Rowe for
helping us out in the absence of a school physician.
The annual immunization survey, required by the
state of N.H., was completed in November. Most new
students were up to date. Those who did not meet
the state's minimum requirements were brought up to
date by their family physician, at the local well
child clinic or at the school clinic.
On October 10, 1986 the N.H. Department of
Public Health held their annual Preschool Vision
and Hearing Screening Program at Woodsville Ele-
mentary School. Forty-seven children participated
in the program. Five referrals for vision and
hearing failures were made. A special thank you to
all the high school students who helped with the
clinic. A special thanks also to the Cohase Lions
Club who help to sponsor this program every year.
All hearing and vision screenings were com-
pleted. Students who fail these screenings ini-
tially are retested before a referral is made.
Through out the school year the Lions Club assisted
in obtaining eye examinations and glasses for
students in financial need. Again, I would like to
thank the Lions for their continued support.
All heights and weights were completed.
Scalp inspections for pediculosis were completed
at the appropriate times.
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Screening physicals were done in grades four,
eight and eleven. This examination includes a
urinalysis, hemoglobin and blood pressure evalu-
ation. Scoliosis screening was conducted in
grades five through eight. This examination is
done to detect curvature of the spine. Any defects
noted in these screenings were referred to the
parents for follow-up with their family physician.
In the spring the dental clinic was at Dr.
Phillip and Dr. Robert Munson's office in Bradford,
Vt. Thirty elementary students participated in
this program. Monies for the clinic came from
money raised at the school district meeting along
with donations from the following organizations
:
The Haverhill Chapter of the Salvation Army, Woods-
ville United Methodist Women, and the VFW
Auxiliary, Haverhill Memorial Post #5245. The
money that was donated was used to cover the cost
of the clinic and transportation of the students.
In April students who needed boosters were
brought up to date by adequate immunizations. I
wish to thank Jan Kinder, L.P.N, for her assist-
ance at the high school clinic.
In December and May a film on menstruation was
shown to the 4th, 5th, and 6th grade girls at the
James Morrill School. Information on female de-
velopment was presented to the girls at this time
and a question and answer session followed.
In May the Ammonoosuc Family Health Services
conducted two programs at the high school. Grade
nine students received information on sexually
transmitted diseases and A.I.D.S.. A cancer
awareness program was presented to the senior
girls. The program emphasized the importance of
breast self exam as will as other women's health
issues. I want to thank Julie Hohmeister, R.N.
for presenting these programs at the high school.
In June Ruth Robar, R.N. , director of education
at Cottage Hospital and Marilyn Spooner followed
up on the cancer awareness program with the Senior
girls. Additional information on breast cancer
was presented. A special thanks to both Ruth and
Marilyn for sharing their knowledge and experiences
with the group.
In May Kindergarten registration was held at the
Woodsville Elementary School. Parents were made
aware of immunization requirements and the need for
a physical examination before their child entered
school in the fall.
During the year we attended several workshops
and conferences
:
2/11/87 - "A.I.D.S. A Public and Private Concern"
Sponsored by Planned Parenthood of Northern New
England, Montpelier, Vt.
3/17/87 - "School Health Challenges Facing School
Boards Today" - Teenage pregnancy. Drug and Al-
cohol Abuse, Teenage Suicide and A.I.D.S.
Sponsored by N.H. School Board Association
N.N. School Nurses Association
Penacook, N.H.
"Sexually Transmitted Diseases and A.I.D.S."
The Schools' Role in Educating Youth
Sponsored by the N.H. Department of Education
N.H. Bureau of Communicable Disease Control
4/02/87 Lebanon, N.H.
5/07/87 Littleton, N.H.
5/02/87 "Annual New England School Nurse Conf
."
Crisis Intervention in the School
Sponsored by Vt. School Nurses Association
Stowe, Vt.
5/07/87 S.A.U. #23 Spring Inservice Day
Margie assisted in teaching' a class on C.P.R.
5/11/87 "Child Sexual Molestation - Identifi-
cation, Assessment and Treatment"
Laconia, N.H.
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In closing, I wish to thank the administration,
faculty, staff, students and parents for your
continued support and cooperation through out the
school year.
Respectfully submitted.





To The Voters of The
Haverhill Cooperative School District
The Haverhill Cooperative School Board has placed two articles on the warrant for your consideration.
Article 8 requests that the district utilize $25,000. from the capital reserve fund for Architect and/or con-
sultant fees for an Architectural /Engineering Study. The Haverhill Cooperative School buildings are in need
of major upgrading. We have enclosed copies of the State Fire Marshal's reports on Woodsville Elementary
School and Woodsville High School in this report. James R. Morrill and Haverhill Academy are scheduled for
inspection and hopefully we will have the reports for your review at the Annual School District Meeting. In
addition to the recommendations in the fire marshal's reports we need to replace aging roofs, make all our
buildings handicapped accessible, remove aging underground fuel tanks (see below) , upgrade our existing build-
ings and meet the space needs of our growing school population. It is the feeling of the School Board and ad-
ministration that a professional study that will determine how to meet the school districts facility needs
should be undertaken to insure that all options are examined and that a plan that is effective and cost ef-
ficient is developed.
The second article (9) requests funds for an inspection of our buildings for friable and non-friable asbes-
tos. The Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act of 1986 (AHERA) requires that all buildings used for educa-
tional purposes must be inspected and a management plan developed and submitted to the appropriate regulatory
agencies prior to October 12, 1988. All inspections must be conducted and all management plans must be devel-
oped by individuals accredited in accordance with AHERA regulations. The Haverhill Cooperative School Dis-
trict has seven buildings (Woodsville High School, Community Building, Bennett Building, Woodsville Elementary
School, James R. Morrill, Haverhill Academy, Alumni Hall) which must be inspected. Failure to complete the
inspection and submit the management plan by October 12, 1988 could result in a $5,000. day per building fine.
As indicated above one of the problems the Haverhill Cooperative School District is facing is aging under-
ground fuel tanks. State regulations require that all existing underground storage tanks 25 years or older
be replaced prior to November 9, 1987. The chart below indicates the date that we are required to replace
our tanks. Please note that we already have three tanks that are overdue for replacement. The board recom-
mends that we hold off replacing the tanks until after the Architect /Engineering Study is completed because
we may qualify for 40% building if we are able to replace the tanks as a part of a building renovation project.









JRM Elementary Fuel #2 6,380 g
WES Fuel #4 6,380 g
HAJHS Fuel #2 7,600 g
Alumni Hall @ HAJHS Fuel #2 1,000 g
WHS Fuel #2 10,000 g
Bennett Bldg. (? WHS Fuel #2 500 g
Community Bldg. @ WHS Fuel //2 2,000 g
Nov. 15, 1987 1956
Nov. 15, 1988 1962
Nov. 15, 1994 1969
Nov. 15, 1994 1969
Nov. 15, 1994 1969
Nov. 15, 1987 1953
Nov. 15, 1987 1935
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Court Street, Municipal Building
Woodsville, New Hampshire 03785
Dear Sir:
As you may know, on January 11, 1988, a fire
safety inspection was conducted at the Woodsville
High School and associated facilities (the Commu-
nity Building and the Bennett Building) , at the
request of Woodsville Fire Chief Bruce Robbins.
The following deficiencies were noted, based on
requirements of the Life Safety Code, NFPA 101,
1981 edition, for existing educational occupancies.
High School
1. The sheet panelling in the halls and
stairwells is not permitted; the interior
finish in these areas must meet Class A
and/or Class B flame spread limitations,
and it is quite unlikely that the exist-
ing panelling falls into either of these
categories. The construction of the cor-
ridor walls and stairways must have at
least a one hour fire resistance rating.
2. All areas of the building that are situat-
ed below grade are required to be protect-
ed by an automatic sprinkler system. This
applies to the new section as well as the
original structure, but it is a more es-
sential requirement in this case for the
original portion, due to its condition and
its having two stories above the basement
level.
The fire detection and alarm system was
found to be inadequate. Smoke detectors,
rather than heat detectors, should be the
predominant detection devices; heat detect-
ors should be installed only in areas such
as the furnace room. The manual alarm pull
stations are not properly located; they
should be installed at or near each exit
from the building (the existing pull sta-
tions may remain where they are) . The
automatic dialer shall be put in service as
soon as possible.
In the stairwells, self-closing one hour
fire rated doors are required at each
level
.
The furnace room must be completely enclos-
ed in one hour fire rated construction.
The ceiling of the furnace room (the rating
of which is unknown) was found to be dete-
riorating. The pipe and wire chases, the
old vent shaft, and similar openings, must
be sealed with non-combustible material.
Any doorways into the furnace room, whether
in use or not, and including the doorway to
the adjacent storage room, must be protect-
ed with a self-closing one hour rated fire
door, or the doorway must be sealed off
with non-combustible construction.
The door between the basement corridor and
the supply room must be self-closing and
one hour fire resistance rated. This also
applies to the maintenance room door. In
the supply room, the large quantities of
flammable and /or combustible liquids, such
as duplicating fluid, must be stored in a
one hour rated metal cabinet, or in a room




The maintenance room must be enclosed and
protected with one hour rated construction
and doors; this includes the elimination
and/or replacement of the doors between
this room and the boys' bathroom, and also
the adjacent classroom.
The underside of the stairway accessible
from the maintenance room shall not be
used for storage; it shall be either seal-
ed off or protected with non-combustible
construction.
The large duct covering the steam radiator
in the ceiling of the maintenance room
shall be enclosed in one hour fire resist-
ant construction.
The windows in the basement classrooms are
covered with wire mesh. At least a por-
tion of these windows, particularly in the
art room, must serve as an emergency means
of escape and therefore must be placed in-
to operable and unobstructed condition.
repaired.
14. A self-closing one hour rated door shall
be installed at the top of the stairway
going to the boys' room.
15. Appropriate exit signs shall be installed
throughout the building.
New Section
1. As mentioned in the foregoing section, the
below grade area of the new wing is re-
quired to be sprinklered.
2. Each of the classrooms must have windows
that serve as an emergency escape; they
cannot be covered with heavy wire mesh.
3. The rear double doors must both be usable
with no manual locking mechanisms that are
not overridden by the Interior panic hard-
ware. The existing slide bolts and hasp
shall be removed.
11. The clothes dryer in the storage closet
represents a hazard, and required that the
closet itself be protected with one hour
rated construction and door. Preferably,
the clothes dryer should be removed.
Community Building
The existing heat detectors shall be re-
placed with smoke detectors, except where
appropriate.
12. In the art room, a fire-rated metal cabi-
net should be provided for storage of
flammable and combustible paints and asso-
ciated materials. Trash receptables in
this area should be metal with self-
closing covers. These requirements also
apply to the laboratory areas. Portable
fire extinguishers shall be properly
mounted and marked.
13. The double doors between the old and new
sections do not close properly and must be
3.
A.
The main stairways at the front of the
building, as well as the rear stairs from
the stage area, must be protected with one
hour rated construction, proper interior
finish, and self-closing fire rated doors.
The area of the rear exits should be prop-
erly marked with exit signs.
The dining hall area requires an acceptable
alternate means of egress. This should be
accomplished by the installation of a Class
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A stairway directly to the outside, locat-
ed as remote as possible from the front
exits, but not passing through any other
area of the building. Because both front
exits lead to the same area of the build-
ing, and the rear exit passes through the
boys' locker room, the current egress ca-
pability is inadequate.
5. The girls' locker room requires an alter-
nate means of egress.
6. The underside of the stairway leading to
the music rooms, accessible from the stor-
age closet, must be protected with non-
combustible construction (one hour rated)
or the entire storage closet must be emp-
tied and sealed off.
7. The interior of the stairway to the music
rooms must be protected with one hour
rated construction and approved interior
finish.
8. The smaller music room does not have an
adequate alternate means of egress.
9. An improperly installed light fixture and
circuit was found in the dining hall.
10. The mechanical room shall have a rated
self-closing door. Combustible materials
stored near the electrical panels shall
be moved.
11. In the stage area, the backstage and wing
curtains do not appear to be fire-retar-
ant substance or replaced with approved
material.
Bennett Building
1. Use of the home economics area as a child
day care, even on a temporary basis, re-
quires the following corrections:
a. the eating area is too congested and
is too close to the cooking area.
b. a direct, unobstructed path of egress
shall be provided from the table area
to the exit door; currently furniture
in the middle of the room extending
from the wall, causes an indirect
route.
c. the in-swinging screen door at the




the door between the home economics
area and the shop area shall be self-
closing and one hour fire rated.
In assessing the greatest hazards encountered
during the inspection, I submit the following:
1. The conditions found in the basement of the
original portion of the high school are
such that I feel that a full sprinkler sys-
tem, as required by the Life Safety Code,
is the only means by which that area and
the remainder of the 'building can be ade-
quately protected.
2. The sheet panelling in the corridors and
stairways constitutes a serious hazard in
the means of egress and should be removed
as soon as possible.
3. The detection and alarm system must be up-
graded to provide more rapid detection than
it currently can. A serious fire may be
well underway before any heat detectors are
activated. This applies both in the high
school and in the Community Building.
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The dining hall must be provided with an
approved alternate means of egress. A
fire occurring in the front of the build-
ing could easily disable both front exits.
Use of the rear exits, such as they are,
could result in panic, confusion, and
entrapment
.
In conclusion, the original portion of the high
school building and the Community Building, require
relatively major improvements to provide at least
minimum levels of safety and these should be accom-
plished as soon as possible.
It is also expected that the lesser requirements
not requiring special budgetary processes, shall be
complied with as soon as possible.
Please feel free to contact me if I may be of
further assistance with this matter.
At the time that this report went
to press, we had not received the
Haverhill Cooperative School Dis-
trict Audit from our auditors
Carri • Plodzik • Sanderson,
Concord, N.H. Copies will be avail-
able at the Superintendent's Office
on South Court St. in Woodsville,
N.H, for review.
Sincerely,
Jay F. DeWolfe, Investigator
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JAMES H. HAYES SAFETY BUILDIHQ, CONCORD, N.H. 0330S
January 28, 1988
Superintendent Douglas McDonald
S.A.U. #23, Court Street
Woodsville, New Hampshire 03785
Dear Sir:
On January 21, 1988, at the request of Fire
Chief Bruce Robbins, a fire safety inspection was
conducted at the Woodsville Elementary School. The
following deficiencies were noted, based on re-
quirements of the Life Safety Code, NFPA 101, 1981
edition, for existing educational occupancies.
1. Corridors shall not be obstructed with
furniture or other material. At the time
of the inspection, desks, chairs, clothes
rack, and a hospital type bed were found
in the front hall near the principal's
office. In the main classroom corridor,
folding partitions were set up, apparent-
ly for special education classes. Per-
haps an area of the multi-purpose/assembly
room could be used for this purpose,
rather than the corridor.
2. In the storage/janitor room off the front
hall, as well as the similar room at the
front of the assembly room, which both
contain heat distribution blowers and
ducts, a non-combustible ceiling should be
installed between the storage area and the
heat distribution equipment. In lieu of
this, no storage of combustible materials
should be permitted in these rooms, and
each room should be protected with a do-
mestic sprinkler head.
3. The doors to the above rooms, as well as
any others (general storage, janitor clo-
sets, etc.) that open into the corridor
from utility areas, shall be equipped with
self-closing devices.
4. The duplex receptacle which powers the
freezers is improperly wired; permanent
sold-conductor wire of the proper rating
shall be installed.
5. In the aseembly room, the emergency light
near the stage was not functional; it was
found that the circuit breaker for that
unit had been shut off. The breaker shall
be marked accordingly.
6. In the resource room adjacent to the stage,
a portable electric heater was being oper-
ated, within a few inches of combustibles.
This area is too small and cluttered to al-
low for the safe operation of such an ap-
pliance.
7. The stage and wing curtains must be treated
periodically to insure that they remain
f ire-retardant . It is unlikely that these
curtains have been treated recently; it is
recommended that they be treated profes-
sionally or replaced.
3. The stage area is being used for purposes
that it was not intended for (teachers'
area, administrative functions, etc.). Due
to the presence of a coffee maker and other
electrical appliances, and a stuffed couch
and other furniture, it is recommended that
a smoke detector, tied in with the alarm
system, be installed over the area, and
that a portable fire extinguisher be pro-
vided in the immediate area. Also, some of
the miscellaneous storage and clutter
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should be eliminated. Sincerely,
9. The rear door from the stage to the cor-
ridor must have a self-closing device.
10. Some outside classroom doors were found
partially obstructed (rooms #7 and #8)
.
The knob and latch assembly on the outside
door of room #10 sticks and should be re-
paired or replaced.
11. The furnace room should be cleaned out,
and in particular should contain no com-
bustible liquids. Covers to the electri-
cal panels in the furnace room (and else-
where in the building) should be kept
closed. The outside door to the furnace
room should be replaced with a self-
closing fire door, due to its proximity to
the rear door to a classroom (room #10).
Jay F. DeWolfe
Investigator





12. The furnaces themselves appear to be some-
what "worse for the wear" . Evidence of
leaks, faulty operation, make-shift re-
pairs, and other indications, strongly
suggest that they be subjected to an ex-
tensive overhaul or replacement.
Of the foregoing conditions, the furnace and
associated distribution equipment appear to consti-
tute the greatest hazard found and will require the
greatest expense to rectify, but which nevertheless
should be accomplished as soon as possible. Most
of the other deficiencies can be handled by main-
tenance staff with modest expenditures; these
should also be rectified without delay.
Please feel free to contace me or Chief Robbins
if there are any questions or if any further
assistance is needed.
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Committee for studying the feasibility of a
separate SAU for Haverhill
January 20, 1988
The SAU committee appointed to study the feasibi-
lity of Haverhill Cooperative District withdraw-
ing from SAU 23 has met during 1987 and in January
1988 to continue its study as mandated at the
March 1987 school district meeting. The commit-
tee's principal activity during the year was to
study a memorandum of November 2, 1987, prepared
by Douglas McDonald, Supt., on the cost estimates
for separate SAU for Haverhill.
The memorandum included a cost estimate for a
Haverhill SAU of $222,000 for 1988-89. This
estimate seems to be in line with the 1987-88
budgets of other comparable SAU's. It exceeds the
anticipated cost for Haverhill for the same
services in SAU 23 in 1988-89 by $95,000.
This includes a full time director of special
education but does not include the cost of sending
children to the French Pond School or the Regional
Center. However, out of district tuition to SAU
23 to send children to French Pond School would
increase by $5,000 per student. Similarly tuition
to the Regional Center would increase by $6,500.
The tuition increase covers SAU supervision of
the facilities, a cost which at the present time
is not figured into the tuition. Also there is
an assumption that the French Pond School would
stay with SAU 23 rather than be included in the
new Haverhill SAU.
It does not seem to be the appropriate time to
risk additional costs for Haverhill Cooperative
District because of anticipated building costs in
the district. Developments that may take place
in the State legislature and realignments that
may take place in neighboring school districts
that may enter into cooperative relationships
with districts not in SAU 23 will undoubtedly
have some impact on whether the State Department
of Education will approve a new SAU for Haverhill
alone.
This committee recommends that the Haverhill
Cooperative School District not take any action
during 1988 to apply for separate status and that
its reports for 1986 and 1987 be presented to the
annual March district meeting in 1988 for discus-
sion.






The committee voted 4 to 1 to accept the above
report. One member was absent.
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BIRTHS
To Residents of Haverhill During 1987
Date of Birth and









14 Danielle M. Belyea
16 Gregory J. Stanley, Jr.
16 Adam L. Corey
18 Nicholas D. Edwards
26 Robin J. Carle
April











15 Joshua A. Torrey
July
7 Amanda S. Colgan
Tess C. Kohanski







































M Durand J. Davidson
F David L. Belyes
M Gregory J. Stanley
M Lawrence P. Corey
M Scott L. Edwards
F Wilmer M. Carle
M Richard C. Henson
M Harry R. Daisey
M Miles A. Conklin
M Steven D. Gunnip
M Dean A. Lockwood



















M Wallace A. Trott
F Peter J. Saladino III
F Rodney H. Hannett
M Paul A. Plante
F Brian S. Buchanan
F Barry A. Ordway
M Dennis J. Solinsky
F Gary R. Scruton
M Alvin S. Fadden
M Barry J. Young
from Littleton.
F Daryl D. Thorburn
Michelle R. Bishop
Juanita J. Elliott
Brenda J . Dyke



































































































































































































































Residents of HSv'erhiil' During 1987
Date of Dea.th Name and Surname '.'..= ' ' '' ' ''
' "-''' Maiden Name
and of Age Sex Occupa tion Name of Father of
Place of Death The Deceased Mother
January
6 Haverhill James Smith 67 M Farm Hand Gilbert Smith Catherine Sulloway
7 Haverhill Eugene H. Burt 67 M Brakeman B&M Watson M. Burt Susie Wells
13 Haverhill Ila B. Swett 76 F Housewife Claude Bowen Ethel Kahlstrom
21 Plymouth Mary J. Ashley 50 F None Charles C. Ashley Mary Fullerton
28 Haverhill John M. Conrad, II 63 M Woodsman John M. Conrad Bernice White
February
3 Haverhill Gladys Clement 87 F Homemaker Guy F. Downing Lillian Ball
11 Hanover Wendell J. Mayo 54 M Garage Man Floyd Mayo Armena Ledger
27 Haverhill Consolath Castello 85 F Homemaker Gueseppe Castello Consiglia DeLorenzo
March
1 Haverhill Dorothy Provencal 64 F Nurses Aid George Hill Flora Davis
1 Haverhill Joseph DeRosia 72 M Hostler Peter DeRosia Zella Cutting
7 Haverhill Bertha Eaton 93 F Housewife Charles B. Webb Rhonda Smith
23 Haverhill Bertha L. White 74 F Hairdresser Edward G. Hobbs Lois Rogers
23 Haverhill Ruth B. Caswell 91 F Factory Worker Edwin Cole Susie A. Robie

























Roy H. Cross 72
Karl R. Viau 75
Mary French 75
Mary Jones 73
Marie P. Jervah 80
James S. Slay ton 47
Ona L. DeRosia 66
Carl (Tink) Sawyer 64
Mira F. Henderson 91
Carolyn B. Sedwick 43
Flora M. Jolin 92
Almira M. Preston 70
Mary S. Dupuis 74
Harriet E. Leonard 84
Madeline C. Hanson 83
Harold L. Robins 79


































Everett F. Sawyer Sr Dorothy E.








William R. Stringer Eva Clark
Stephen J. Burton Maud Hibbard
Arthur W. Bricknell Grace Strong
Louis Robins Clara
































Hazel E. Parker 86 F
Kenneth R. Manuel 72 M
Oscar Hill 80 M
Edith O. Taylor 76 F
Ellis 0. J. Hall 96 M
George Batchelder 81 M
Edna J. Tate 88 F
Esther E. Applebee 67 F
Arnold C. Blood 54 M
Percy Byrne 90 M



















































I hereby certify the the foregoing Vital Statistics are correct, according to the best of my knowledge
and belief.









The recreation of Rogers' Rangers' historic SOO-mile march through the North Country
ended in Woodsville. Here, Selectmen Robert Rutherford and John Farnham
welcomed them to town.
